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ABSTRACT 

Cortical visual impairment (CVI) is the result of damage to the posterior visual 

pathways. As a resuh, the visual cortex has difficulty interpreting what the eyes perceive. 

Years ago, it was believed that children with CVI were blind and that little could be done 

to improve their vision. The present study demonstrated that adolescents with CVI were 

able to improve their ability to perform a visual-motor response within a functional skill. 

A single subject alternating treatments design across two settings (school and 

home) was used to examine the effectiveness of verbal and physical prompting 

procedures on the visual-motor responses of four adolescents with CVI. This study 

consisted of three phases: baseline, intervention (divided into two sub-phases) and 

maintenance. Each of the subjects received a specific intervention that was relevant to 

his/her life, included the use of a functional object, took place during an appropriate time 

of day, and was based on the principles of CVI. 

All four subjects demonstrated an improvement in their ability to perform a 

visual-motor response. When compared, the effectiveness of the physical and verbal 

prompting techniques varied for each subject. Two subjects displayed better visual-

motor responses to a functional object when the verbal prompting technique was used, 

while the physical prompt was more effective for the other two subjects. Subjects 1, 3, 

and 4 showed a dramatic improvement in visual-motor responses in both the school and 

in the home, while Subject 2 showed dramatic improvement at home and only marginal 

improvement at school. 
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The results of this study showed that adolescents with CVI can learn how to see a 

functional object and then respond to it motorically when the environment and task are 

designed to meet the unique visual needs of individuals with CVI. Further replication of 

this study is necessary to increase the generalizability of the resuhs. Replication of this 

study with a larger sample, older individuals with CVI, younger children with CVI, 

different prompting procedures, different target behaviors, or within different settings 

will likely yield interesting results. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Learning occurs primarily through the visual sense (Warren, 1994). Children who 

are visually impaired do not have access to the same kind and amount of incidental 

information as sighted children and must learn about their worid through their senses and 

their vision. As a result, children with visual impairments have unique learning needs 

that must be addressed (Lowenfeld, 1971). Teachers of students with visual impairments 

employ various techniques that help supplement learning in a visual worid (Barraga, 

1970; Levack, 1991; Mangold, 1983). Typical visual enrichment strategies include the 

use of bright lights, high contrast materials, colorful objects, enlarged materials, and 

visually exciting environments. These visual enrichment strategies usually enable most 

children with visual impairment to see more efficiently and to use their vision better (e.g., 

improved visual attention, visual discrimination, visual tracking, and systematic scanning 

ability). However, typical visual stimulation programs have the opposite effect on the 

visual functioning of children who have cortical visual impairment (CVI) (Groenveld, 

Jan, & Leader, 1990; Jan & Groenveld, 1993). 

Background 

Cortical visual impairment is the result of damage to the posterior visual pathways 

and/or the visual cortex and is most commonly caused by asphyxia (Jan & Groenveld, 

1993). Children with CVI behave as if they are blind because the interpretive functions 

of the brain cannot process what the eyes perceive. That is, although the eyes appear to 



be healthy, the visual images received through the eyes cannot be interpreted by the 

visual cortex (Cannano, Morretti, & Ricci, 1986; Good et al., 1994; Jan & Groenveld, 

1993). Children with CVI are more susceptible to overstimulation of their visual senses 

because they lack the ability to organize and integrate the visual information 

meaningfully. Further, children with CVI have difficulty attending to, focusing on, and 

searching for visual stimuli. They have only a limited ability to perceive visual stimuli 

which, in turn, affects the process of learning to see (Morse, 1990). 

Teaching the child with CVI how to see becomes a difficult task since traditional 

visual efficiency programming is ineffective (Jan, Groenveld, & Leader, 1990). How 

does one teach the child to look at an object without overwhelming his/her visual senses? 

Careful observation of the child's response to various environmental stimuli and an 

understanding of the behavioral characteristics commonly displayed by children who 

have CVI can help answer this question. 

Children with CVI display many common characteristics. Many have multiple 

disabilities, are cognitively delayed, are nonverbal, are epileptic, or have cerebral palsy 

(Jan & Groenveld, 1993). Common visual behaviors of children with CVI include light 

sensitivity and light gazing, eye pressing, the appearance of a normal/healthy eye, normal 

eye movement (i.e., no nystagmus), intact color perception, poor depth perception, poor 

figure-ground perception, need for close viewing, inability to perceive objects placed 

closely together, inconsistent visual functioning, and visual field restrictions (Groenveld 

et al., 1990; Jan & Groenveld, 1993; Morse, 1990). Aside from the difficulties associated 

with seeing, children with CVI also have difficulty interpreting what is seen (Good et al., 

1994). It has been suggested that providing a verbal description or label for what the 



child is looking at and using a real object in its natural environment are more likely to 

promote an understanding of the visual environment by the child with CVI (Farrenkopf, 

McGregor, Nes, & Koenig, 1997; Good et al., 1994). Repeated exposure to and 

experience with the object may enable the child to "see" it, as may a verbal label of the 

object (e.g., the red ball). The visual perception of an object may not make sense to the 

child until it is paired with the label. 

The visual complexity of the environment, color of the background, and color of 

the object also affect the visual functioning of children with CVI (Morse, 1990). A single 

object should be placed on a solid-color background—adding lights, other colors, and 

variety to the environment v l̂l only confuse the visual sense and the object will not be 

"seen." Typically, red and yellow are thought to be more easily perceived by children 

with CVI (Jan & Groenveld, 1993); but, the perception of color does not imply that all 

red or yellow objects can be perceived. However, if one pairs a known color with a 

personal item, there is a greater chance that the child with CVI will "see" the colored 

object and eventually learn what it is (Farrenkopf et al., 1997; Good et al., 1994). 

Additionally, the majority of children with CVI have the ability to detect 

movement in their visual field (Jan & Wong, 1991). Thus, if an object is moved across 

the child's visual field, it is more likely that his/her eyes will notice that something is 

there. Once the child's visual system is "triggered," the visual cortex can begin 

processing the information that something is there to be seen. The visual cortex may not 

fully perceive the details of the object, but it has at least detected the presence of a visual 

stimulus (Good et al., 1994). 



Using these principles as the basis for understanding how children with CVI make 

sense out of what their eyes see, several factors must be considered in this research: (a) 

the need for close viewing; (b) the visual complexity of the child's environment; (c) the 

use of color; (d) the use of movement; (e) the use of familiar, items and routines; (f) the 

functional utility of objects; and (g) consistent manner of presentation. Each of these 

principles will be incorporated into the current research methodology. 

Theoretical Framework 

The majority of children with CVI have additional, often severe, disabilities 

including other neurological, medical, and ocular disorders (Jan et al., 1987; Jan & 

Wong, 1991). As a result, many children with CVI are in special education classes or 

receive special education support through the aid of a resource teacher or classroom 

assistant. Other professionals, such as teachers of students who are visually impaired, 

occupational therapists, and augmentative communication specialists, typically make up 

the rest of the support team for these children (Levack, 1991). The development of an 

appropriate educational program for children with CVI must take into consideration their 

unique visual needs. Together, the professionals associated with the child may take a 

functional life skills approach to his/her program (Goetz & Gee, 1987a). 

Functional Life Skills 

A functional life skills curriculum (Brown et al., 1980) includes activities that 

regularly occur in the student's home, community, vocational, and recreational 

environments, ultimately leading toward greater levels of independent functioning within 



these environments. This highly individualized program "integrates naturally occurring 

cues, consequences and contexts into effective instmctional procedures to teach or 

improve a student's use of residual vision" (Goetz & Gee, 1987a, p. 78). Goetz and Gee 

(1987b) demonstrated that six children who had visual and multiple severe disabilities 

were able to attend visually to motor tasks by using prompting and reinforcement 

contingencies, and age-appropriate, functional tasks. Further, Goetz and Gee (1987a) 

state that: 

Teaching visual behaviors is presumed to involve more than just vision 
stimulation, or the provision of opportunities to receive input through the 
visual mode. Instead, effective strategies for teaching visual behaviors 
entail arranging the instmctional environment so that use of vision resuhs 
in specific natural, desirable, and functional consequences for the student. 
Visual skills are not taught in an isolated skill, massed trial format ... but 
rather in the context of learning other age-appropriate tasks and activities. 
The student always has a functional and reinforcing reason to use his or 
her residual vision, and this consequence is contingent upon occurrence of 
the visual behavior, (p. 79) 

In other words, when students with visual and severe multiple disabilities are motivated 

to use their vision in meaningful and functional ways, the resuhs reinforce the use of 

vision. In sterile, artificial, highly controlled classrooms, visual efficiency programs tend 

to rely on age-inappropriate toys that often have little, if any, functional utility (Goetz & 

Gee, 1987b). 

Functional life skills programming can promote the same visual stimulation skills 

as do typical visual efficiency programs. For example, the visual-motor task of 

"pouring" does not need to be done over a water table at the back of the classroom with 

the student pouring water from one container into another. A fiinctional life skills 

approach would increase visual attention and visual-motor skills by having the student 



pour some juice into a cup at the lunch table and then drink from it. In the latter example, 

the skill is grounded whhin the larger context of eating lunch: it has meaning, is 

functional, is age-appropriate, and it naturally reinforces the visual behavior. Pouring 

water over a water table is too abstract and removed from a naturally occurring sequence 

of events: it has little meaning because it is an isolated task that is not intrinsically 

reinforcing. 

A large number of age-appropriate, functional activities can be considered as 

natural contexts for the training of vision (Nietupski & Hamre-Nietupski, 1987). The 

process of determining a specific visual skill and an appropriate functional context in 

which the skill can be trained requires careful observation of the student's behavior under 

a variety of circumstances. Does the student display visual skills only at specific times of 

the day, in different environments, or with different people present? Is the skill in 

question performed in any other contexts? Informal observation of students engaged in 

various activities provides extremely useful information (Goetz & Gee, 1987a). 

Consultation with school personnel and the child's family, combined with careful 

observation and assessment of the child within the school and home, yields important 

information about what skills need improvement and in which environment they should 

be trained. With the exception of the pilot study conducted for the present study (see 

Farrenkopf et al., 1997), nothing exists in the literature that incorporates the use of 

functional life skills training to improve visual skills with students who have CVI. The 

significance of this research is such that replication of Farrenkopf et al.'s (1997) study 

increases the generalizability of the resuhs and adds to the knowledge base of successful 

instmctional strategies for students with CVI. 



Research Ouestion 

This research project addressed one question: Can adolescents who have CVI 

learn to exhibit a visual-motor response to a functional object when they are 

systematically exposed to two prompting techniques that have been developed 

specifically to meet their visual needs and individual circumstances? In other words, the 

project attempted to determine if visual improvement is possible when visual activities 

are based on the characteristics of CVI and are grounded in functional life skills. 

Subjects with CVI may learn to recognize a functional object and then respond to it 

motorically, thereby demonstrating that they have an effect upon their environments. 

Definitions 

For the purposes of this study, the following definitions will be used: 

Cortical visual impairment: an eye condition that affects the ability of the visual 

cortex to interpret what the eyes perceive. 

Decaying/contratherapeutic trend: data paths which are in the opposite direction 

of improvement (Tawney & Gast, 1984). 

Decreasing/decelerating trend: changes in trend where the slope of the line is 

negative. 

Functional vision assessment: assessment of an individual's ability to use his/her 

vision to perform tasks in a variety of settings. 

Improving/therapeutic trend: data paths which are in the direction of 

improvement (Tawney & Gast, 1984). 



Increasing/accelerating trend: changes in trend where the slope of the line is 

positive. 

Intervenor: the individual who administers the treatment to the subject. 

Observer: the individual who observes the intervenor and concurrently records 

the occurrence and non-occurrence of a target behavior. 

Physical prompts: cues which are administered by the intervenor that include 

touching the subject in some manner. 

Students with visual impairment: students who have any degree of vision loss as 

a resuh of a malformed or damaged visual system that affect their ability to perform the 

tasks of daily life (Cora & Koenig, 1996). 

Verbal prompts: cues which are administered verbally by the intervenor to the 

subject. 

Visual efficiency: the degree to which an individual uses his/her vision 

effectively. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The purpose of this section is to provide detailed information on CVI, its causes, 

and its associated characteristics and behaviors. One study in particular, Farrenkopf et al. 

(1997), will be discussed as it applies all of the principles outlined in this paper. 

CVI is a neurologically based condition that resuhs in visual impairment. The 

parts of the brain that receive and interpret visual information sent from the eye through 

the optic nerve function abnormally in children who have CVI, although the eye itself 

and the optic nerve appear to be healthy and intact. Children with CVI often have some 

level of vision, despite behaving as if they are blind. Consequently, the term "cortical 

visual impairment" is more appropriate than "cortical blindness" (Good et al., 1994). 

Additionally, the term "cerebral visual impairment" is used to describe damage to the 

brain's visual system and is considered to be interchangeable with "cortical visual 

impairment" (C. Chiarelli, personal communication, Febmary 3, 1997). 

Historical Perspective of CVI 

Prior to the mid 1980s, the terms "cortical blindness" and "cerebral blindness" 

were used to describe those individuals whose visual diagnosis was unknown despite the 

"healthy" appearance of the eyes (Ackroyd, 1984; Foley & Gordon, 1985; Smith, Walsh, 

& Shipley, 1966; Whiting et al., 1985). Generally, children labeled cortically blind were 

treated as if they were blind and were taught through tactual means. Those children that 

received visual efficiency training were subjected to bright lights, shiny objects, complex 



visual displays, and intense visual stimulation (Barraga, 1970). Given what is presently 

known about CVI, h was not surprising that these techniques failed to increase the child's 

visual awareness of his/her surroundings. The child's visual sense was overwhelmed by 

and could not process the quantity and intensity of visual information entering the eyes 

(Baker-Nobles & Rutherford, 1995). 

According to Jan and Wong (1991), the study of CVI is in hs infancy. Little was 

known about CVI until several prominent medical researchers and others in the field of 

visual impairment began studying it more carefully (see Baker-Nobles & Rutherford, 

1995; Jan & Groenveld, 1993; Jan, Groenveld, & Anderson, 1993; Jan et al., 1987; 

Nielson, 1994). The information gathered by these researchers about how children with 

CVI "see" has formed the theoretical foundation upon which current practices in the 

teaching of children with CVI are based. It also provides part of the theoretical basis 

underlying this study. 

Medical Perspective of CVI 

According to Jan and Wong (1991), CVI has become one of the major causes of 

visual impairment in children in developed countries. CVI is a cortical disorder caused 

by damage to the visual cortex and/or to the posterior visual pathways (Good et al., 1994; 

Jan & Groenveld, 1993). Since the visual cortex is the part of the brain that interprets 

information coming from the eyes, and the posterior visual pathways connect the eyes to 

the brain, it can be seen how damage to either of these will impair the processing of 

visual information. Damage to the posterior visual pathways or the visual cortex are 

classified as "cortical" disorders, while damage to the anterior visual system (eyes, optic 
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nerve, optic chiasm) are classified as "ocular" disorders (Good et al., 1994). The 

distinction between cortical and ocular disorders is an important one as it can be most 

usefiil in understanding visual behaviors and consequentiy, planning appropriate 

interventions. 

Two possible causes of CVI have been cited in the literature: (a) the lateral 

geniculate body (the visual relay center located in the thalamus that sends the visual 

message to the brain) may not be working; and (b) the visual cortex itself has a reduced 

capacity to interpret the messages sent from the lateral geniculate body (Good et al., 

1994; Morse, 1990). In the first case, the lateral geniculate body sends the visual 

information received by the eyes through the cerebral hemispheres to the occipital cortex, 

while the thalamus distributes the sensory messages to the various cortical centers. If the 

lateral geniculate body is damaged, it becomes overloaded and may suppress the visual 

images. In the second case, there appears to be evidence of a second visual system or 

pathway that is "concerned with the detection of movement, location of objects in space, 

and control of orienting responses" (Good et al., 1994, p. 352). Individuals with damage 

to the lateral geniculate body may not be able to combine other sensory information to 

make sense out of what their eyes "see" (Nielson, 1994). 

Damage to either the lateral geniculate body or the visual cortex may result from a 

number of conditions. The most common conditions associated with CVI are perinatal 

hypoxia-ischemia, toxoplasomosis, cytomegalovims, cerebral palsy, uremia, 

hydrocephalus, head trauma, cerebral hemorrhage, infection to the central nervous system 

(e.g., encephalitis, meningitis), shunt failure, and genetic malformations (Foley, 1985, 
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Good et al., 1994; Jan & Groenveld, 1993; Jan & Wong, 1991; Morse, 1990). As a 

resuh, most of the children with CVI have muhiple disabilities (Good et al., 1994). 

Despite this, researchers argue that there can be some degree of visual 

improvement or visual recovery in the majority of children with CVI (Foley & Gordon, 

1985; Good et al., 1994; Jan & Wong, 1991). According to Jan and Wong (1991), 

parents of young children with CVI reported that their children started to react more to 

their environments, reach for objects, and track moving objects visually. Visual 

improvement may also be experienced by adolescents with CVI (Farrenkopf et al., 1997). 

It has been suggested that the injury to the portion of the visual system that caused the 

cortical visual impairment may have only delayed the synthesis of neurons and ganglial 

cells rather than destroy them. It has also been suggested that adjacent neurons replaced 

the lost or damaged ones, thus reestablishing the "normal" pathways, or "rewiring" the 

connections (Jan & Wong, 1991). 

Generally, recovery from CVI will vary greatly depending on the age at onset, the 

type of cortical damage, and the severity of the damage. Children with congenital CVI 

are less likely to show significant recovery, while those with hypoxia-ischemia have a 60 

to 70% recovery rate. Those children with CVI caused by meningitis show a recovery 

rate of approximately 50%. Visual evoked potentials (VEPs), electroencephalograms 

(EEGs), and imaging testing can help predict the potential for recovery (Good et al., 

1994). Foley and Gordon (1985) point out that the brain has the ability to adapt to injury 

and in some cases, one part of the brain can take over the function of the other. 

Visual improvement in children with CVI also resuhs from maturation (Erin, 

1989; Good et al., 1994). As the child matures and his/her visual experiences expand, 
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he/she may "leara" how to see. That is, as the neurological system develops, the child 

may be able to organize and interpret visual information more efficiently. This is 

especially tme if the strategies outlined earlier have been employed in all areas of the 

child's life. 

Finally, visual improvement is possible when specific training of visual responses 

occurs (Farrenkopf et al., 1997). Repeated, consistent exposure to and experience with a 

functional item in an age-appropriate context can improve the visual recognition of that 

item for an adolescent who has CVI (see Farrenkopf et al., 1997). 

With the increased awareness of the causes of, visual behaviors of, and strategies 

used with children who have CVI, an increase in the number of individuals recovering (in 

part or in whole) from CVI should be soon evident. 

Behavioral Characteristics of CVI 

Close Viewing 

Many children with CVI prefer to examine visual stimuli only when it is close to 

their eyes. By placing an object close to the eyes, unnecessary visual information is 

excluded because the stimulus takes up most of the space in the child's visual field 

(Groenveld et al., 1990). It has been observed by this author that many children who 

have CVI and who are in wheelchairs tend to keep their heads down when looking at 

several objects on their trays. Although this posture is not encouraged by teachers of 

students who are visually impaired, it does serve the purpose of enabling the student to 

locate and focus on one object at a time at a distance that is visually comfortable. That is, 

when the student's head is upright and an object is located on his/her tray, the student 
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who has CVI may not be able to see the object clearly. Consquently, he/she will drop 

his/her head forward to get closer to the object. 

Visual Clutter 

It has been found that children with CVI are most likely to see a single object that 

is displayed on a simple background rather than a complex background (Groenveld et al., 

1990). Complex visual information causes visual crowding or overioading that results in 

little, if any, visual perception by children with CVI. When objects or pictures are placed 

close together, the brain is unable to group the information into meaningful units. 

Spacing the objects or pictures further apart enables the brain to limit the visual 

information and process it. 

Students who have CVI, who are in wheelchairs, and who tend to keep their heads 

down may be doing this to eliminate any distracting visual stimuli in their visual fields. 

By lowering his/her head, the student with CVI reduces the visual array to one that the 

visual cortex has a greater chance of interpreting. Additionally, students who have CVI 

may also close their eyes completely to eliminate visual information that has 

overwhelmed the visual cortex. This "shutting down" of visual attention by students who 

have CVI and muhiple disabilities has been observed numerous times by this author and 

is thought to be a coping mechanism for over-stimulation. 

In a case study conducted by Baker-Nobles and Rutherford (1995), the visual 

simplification of the environment surrounding a young child with CVI resulted in 

dramatic improvements in her visual responses. At five months of age, the child was 

unable to attend visually to or reach for any of her toys. She was also unable to track 
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lighted objects visually in a darkened room. Some of the strategies used by Baker-

Nobles and Rutherford included the use of a solid colored blanket on the floor on which 

toys were placed one at a time and the reduction of "visual clutter" from her bedroom and 

crib area. By 18 months, the child was able to creep toward familiar toys and engage in 

self-directed play while maintaining visual attention to the toys in her surroundings. 

Color 

According to Jan and Groenveld (1993), children with CVI appear to respond 

well to brightly colored objects, especially the colors yellow and red. In addition, bright 

colors other than yellow and red that have been repeatedly used and experienced by the 

individual with CVI may facihtate "seeing" the color (Farrenkopf et al., 1997). Although 

Powell (1996) agrees that yellow and red should be the first colors presented to infants 

with CVI, she states that black and white checkerboards and bull's eyes should be used 

from the age of two months onward. However, many researchers (see Baker-Nobles & 

Rutherford, 1995; Good et al., 1994; Jan & Groenveld, 1993) do not believe that black 

and white contrasting items facilitate visual perception with children who have CVI. 

Color perception is represented in both hemispheres of the brain and requires fewer 

working neurons than does form perception (Jan & Groenveld, 1993). Even in cases 

where there is extensive damage to various parts of the brain, the areas that perceive color 

may be preserved (Jan, Groenveld, & Leader, 1990). 

A study conducted by Merrill and Kewman (1986) suggested that color, when 

presented with form, aided in the perception of an object by individuals with CVI. 

Simply presenting a large piece of paper that is red will likely not assist the student with 
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visually discriminating the color red. Likewise, a picture of a cup will not assist the 

student with visually discriminating the cup. Pairing the color red with a cup may help 

the brain perceive these objects because the color is paired with a functional form. 

Familiarity 

Children with CVI tend to "see" things better when they are told what the object 

is and when they have had repeated experience with it (Jan, Groenveld, & Leader, 1990; 

Levack, 1991). Groenveld et al. (1990) described how children with CVI have difficulty 

recognizing an object in isolation; however, when a label or tactile "cue" is given, they 

are able to organize the visual information into meaningful units and then "see" it. 

Repeated experience with and exposure to the same objects and cues, over time, 

faciUtates the process of "seeing" in children who have CVI (Jan & Groenveld, 1993). 

For example, a blue cup placed in the visual field of a child with CVI may not be 

perceived by the visual cortex as something at which to look. However, when a label is 

paired with additional information such as a directive, "Look at your blue cup," the cup 

can be meaningfully processed by the visual cortex. Groenveld et al. also stated that 

children with CVI do not have established visual concepts and therefore, verbal and 

tactual cues combined with experience may facilitate their development. 

Movement 

Children with CVI display an uncanny ability to detect movement (Jan &Wong, 

1991). Although children with ocular disorders find h difficuh to detect moving objects, 

children with cortical disorders are better able to detect movement because the temporal 
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ion 

crescent (the peripheral part of the temporal field that is extremely sensitive to 

movement) is typically undamaged (Jan & Groenveld, 1993). There is also speculati 

that an extrageniculostriate visual pathway exists (an extra visual pathway) that has the 

ability to detect motion (Good et al., 1994; Jan & Groenveld, 1993; Jan & Wong, 1991) 

Powell (1996) states that "infants with CVI should view everything in motion" (p. 448) 

because neural-based stimulation can strengthen the neural pathways that are critical to 

visual perception. 

Light Gazing/Sensitivity 

Approximately 60% of children with CVI stare compulsively at lights (Jan, 

Groenveld, & Sykanda, 1990). Jan, Groenveld and Sykanda (1990) state that children 

with ocular disorders tend not to gaze at lights, while children with cortical disorders are 

more likely to do so. Alternatively, light sensitivity or photophobia is evident in 

approximately 33% of children with CVI (Jan et al., 1987). When faced with bright 

lights, children with CVI who are photophobic tend to blink frequently, squint and keep 

their heads down. However, it is believed that as children mature their sensitivity to light 

tends to decrease (Jan & Groenveld, 1993). 

Teaching Visual-Motor Responses Through Functional Life Skills 

Adhering to the principles behind the behavioral characteristics of CVI should 

help children with CVI interpret the visual images they receive (Levack, 1991). One 

study in particular illustrated how these principles, combined with a functional life skills 

approach, enabled an adolescent with CVI to see her cup and perform a visual-motor 
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response (i.e., take a drink fi-om the cup) (Farrenkopf et al., 1997). An akeraating 

treatments design across two settings (school, home) was used to illustrate how two 

treatments (physical prompt, verbal prompt) helped promote a functional skill by a 17-

year-old female with CVI (Farrenkopf et al, 1997). The research cleariy indicated that 

the physical prompt (placement of the intervenor's hand on the student's head to stop h 

fi-om moving from side-to-side) promoted independent drinking behaviors in the two 

settings and with two different intervenors (teacher, trainer). Verbal prompts (statements 

such as, "Look at your red cup and take a drink") did not increase independent drinking 

skills; rather, this treatment produced only sporadic independent drinking attempts. The 

physical prompt produced more consistent and fi-equent attempts to drink independently. 

As a result, it may be concluded that the use of a physical prompt was sufficient to 

increase the target behavior for the student. 

Farrenkopf et al. (1997) demonstrated the effectiveness of using a prompting 

procedure to increase a visual-motor response that was grounded in a functional skill. 

That is, to improve the subject's ability to see an object and respond to it motorically 

(visual-motor response), the authors took into consideration the nature of the subject's 

eye condition (CVI) and the things in her daily life with which she had a great deal of 

experience. The authors determined that a red and white cup would be used as the 

stimulus object because she had been using that cup at school for over two years. They 

chose to conduct the study in a location and at a time that was functionally relevant and 

familiar to the student (i.e., the school cafeteria at lunch time). The prompts were 

selected because they were prompts that the teacher used with the subject at various times 

throughout the day. By introducing the prompts in a systematic, meaningftil and 
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functional manner, the subject was eventually able to make sense of and respond to what 

her eyes saw. 

Although generalization of skills from one environment to another is difficuh for 

individuals with CVI, the subject was able to transfer the drinking skill from school to her 

home and to her afternoon trainer when physical prompts were used (Farrenkopf et al., 

1997). During three of the last five sessions, the student was observed reaching for food 

independently (e.g., popcorn on a royal blue plate) and for the cup when placed on the 

table surface (during the study, the cup was presented at her eye level). Considering that 

the student was unable to do this prior to the study, Farrenkopf et al. (1997) saw these 

behaviors as generalization of the skills she learned during the study. It may be that the 

consistent use of items, wording, environment, and prompts reinforced other skills not 

under examination. 

Summarv 

CVI is a cortical disorder caused by damage to the visual cortex and/or posterior 

visual pathways (Good et al., 1994). As a result, the visual cortex cannot interpret what 

the eyes perceive. However, this does not imply that students with CVI cannot learn how 

to see, or recover to some degree from CVI. The work by Jan and Groenveld (1993) 

suggests that when factors such as how close an object is viewed, how cluttered the visual 

environment is, what color the object is, how familiar the object is, and whether or not 

the object is moving, can influence how well a child with CVI can see. 

A study conducted by Farrenkopf et al. (1997) incorporated the factors that are 

associated with CVI with a fiinctional life skills approach in the design of their study. 
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The researchers demonstrated that an increase in the subject's visual-motor responses to a 

functional object was possible when the nature of her eye condhion was taken into 

consideration. 

Further, the results indicated that the physical prompts intervention strategy 

worked for this student across settings and intervenors. Given the strength of the resuhs, 

h may be speculated that the student will generalize this skill to other settings and other 

intervenors. Further, similar procedures may produce poshive resuhs in other activities 

and with other stimulus objects for this student. However, even though this intervention 

program produced a dramatic effect in two different settings and with two different 

intervenors, it cannot be assumed that it would be as effective with other subjects. 

It may be that the technique of using a systematic prompting procedure (through 

single-subject research) can be applied successfully to other individuals whh CVI who 

have similar characteristics to the subject in the Farrenkopf et al. (1997) study. Single-

subject designs allows us to evaluate, on an on-going basis, the resuhs of an intervention 

for individual participants; what works for one participant may also work for others 

(Kazdin, 1982). However, replication of the study conducted by Farrenkopf et al. (1997) 

whh other individuals whh CVI is necessary in order to increase the generalizabihty of 

the resuhs. 
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CHAPTER m 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter details how the current study addressed the question of whether 

adolescents with CVI can improve their ability to perform a visual-motor response whhin 

a functional skill. Using the theoretical framework of a functional skills approach to 

learning and understanding the behavioral characteristics associated with CVI enabled the 

primary investigator to develop a testing situation that was grounded within a naturally 

occurring and naturally reinforcing activity: eating and drinking. 

Subjects 

Four subjects attending different schools in Ontario, Canada were involved in this 

study. To have participated in this study, each subject was: (a) diagnosed by an 

ophthalmologist as having CVI, cortical blindness, or cerebral visual impairment; (b) 

between the ages of 16 and 20; (c) non-verbal, including random vocalizations; (d) 

diagnosed whh muhiple disabihties, including cerebral palsy; (e) non-ambulatory; (f) 

determined to have normal hearing; and, (g) able to understand what was being asked of 

him/her (receptive language). 

Prior to participation in this study, each potential subject's visual history was 

reviewed. Eye reports with the diagnosis cortical visual impairment, cerebral visual 

impairment, or cortical blindness were considered acceptable for the inhial level of 

screening. Of these reports, only students ranging in age from 16 to 20 were selected. 

The ophthalmological reports of eight potential subjects between 16 and 20 years of age 
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included one of the visual diagnoses stated above. Verbal parental/guardian permission 

was obtained and follow-up consuhation with each of their ophthalmologists regarding 

the accuracy of their diagnoses was undertaken. Four of the potential subjects did not 

meet the visual criteria for participation in this study. The remaining four students were 

confirmed to have CVI. 

Verbal parental/guardian permission was obtained for the four remaining subjects 

that allowed the primary investigator to conduct a fiinctional vision assessment on each 

student and to determine whether or not they met the remaining criteria for participation 

in this study. Resuhs of the functional vision assessment indicated that each subject 

behaved visually in a manner that was consistent with the medical diagnosis of CVI. 

All of the subjects were non-verbal. These subjects were unable to carry on a 

conversation or respond verbally to questions directed at them. However, random 

vocalizations and words/phrases unrelated to the conversation at the time were 

considered acceptable for this study. The verbal/communicative level of the subjects was 

commensurate with their perceived academic level. That is, the subjects were diagnosed 

as having muhiple disabihties and were in non-academic special education classes. The 

subjects in this study all had cerebral palsy and significant learning difficulties. As a 

result of the cerebral palsy, the subjects were also all in wheelchairs and had limhed 

hand, arm, upper body, and head control. 

Desphe the subjects' limhed abihties, all were considered to have normal hearing. 

Teachers, occupational therapists, family doctors, and parents were consulted regarding 

the subject's abilhy to hear sounds and voices. In all of the cases, subjects were thought 

to be, and treated as if, they had normal hearing. Subjects consistently responded to 
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sudden, loud sounds and familiar voices. For example, when the teacher entered the 

room and called the subject's name, the subject eventually looked in the teacher's 

direction and made some sort of vocalization. Each subject was observed by the primary 

investigator to respond in a similar manner to his/her teacher. 

Similarly, each subject was thought to have some level of receptive language. 

Parents and teachers described how the subject seemed to understand what was 

happening in his/her environment. For example, when one teacher announced that it was 

time to watch a movie, the subject began to smile, make vocalizations, and rock from 

side-to-side. The teacher indicated that the subject typically responded to the things she 

liked by displaying these behaviors. The primary investigator spent several hours 

observing each subject in his/her school to become familiar with his/her typical 

behavioral patterns. By the end of the observation period, h was clear to the primary 

investigator that each subject did have some basic receptive language abilhy. 

Once each subject met the criteria for participation in this study, signed consent 

forms (see Appendix A) were obtained from each of the four parents/guardians. Subjects 

were not paid for their participation and the treatment of subjects was in accordance whh 

the ethical standards laid out by Texas Tech University and the American Psychological 

Association. 

Subject 1 

Subject 1 was a 20-year-old female who was diagnosed on Febmary 17, 1986 

whh cortical blindness and on July 12, 1992 with cerebral visual impairment. A 

telephone conversation whh the subject's ophthalmologist on September 9, 1996 
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confirmed the diagnosis of CVI. A functional vision assessment conducted by the 

primary investigator indicated that the student displayed visual-attention and visual-

tracking skills (in the near) with familiar objects and people. However, her visual-motor 

skills were not as well developed. Some head movement from side-to-side and light 

gazing was also observed, especially when the light source was particularly bright. Her 

visual behavior was consistent with the medical diagnosis of CVI. 

Subject 1 attended a special school for students who have muhiple disabilities and 

she lived at home whh her mother. Medical reports and an interview with her mother 

confirmed that Subject 1 had cerebral palsy, was non-ambulatory, and had normal 

hearing. Functional audiological assessment reports also indicated that she had normal 

hearing. Educational assessment reports indicated that she had some receptive language 

skills and limited expressive language skills. When working whh the subject, teachers 

used verbal instmctions and looked for behavioral responses (rather than verbal 

responses) as an indication that she understood what was being asked of her. For 

example, when the teacher asked the subject if she wanted to go for a walk outside, the 

subject would rock from side-to-side, smile, and yell out a word or two while she was 

being pushed in her wheelchair. The words she used were random, not situation-specific. 

However, her behavior indicated that she was exched about going outside, thereby 

suggesting that she understood what the teacher had said. 

Subject 1 was considered to be an excellent candidate for the teaching strategies 

employed whh children who have CVI because: (a) she was able to attend visually to 

familiar objects and people (e.g., her teacher, her pink cup, her silver spoon), which 

indicated that she had had sufficient exposure to and experience whh them to be able to 
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identify them visually; (b) she was able to track the above mentioned hems visually, 

which indicated that she had a higher level of visual functioning than mere visual 

attention; (c) for approximately five months, her teacher and mother had been modifying 

her visual environment to meet her unique visual needs resuhing from CVI; and (d) she 

had been exposed to the colors pink, red, and blue in a consistent manner in the home and 

at school. Although the Iherature does not indicate that pink is a color that children with 

CVI are able to discriminate easily, h was this subject's preferred color. Over the past 

five years, many of her clothes and personal care hems were pink. Thus, Subject 1 

responded best to items that were pink because her visual system seemed to be able to 

perceive pink objects better than objects of other colors. 

Subject 2 

Subject 2 was a 17-year-old male who was diagnosed on Febmary 3, 1997 with 

CVI. The primary investigator was in attendance during the examination and confirmed, 

in person, the diagnosis whh the subject's ophthalmologist. A functional vision 

assessment conducted by the primary investigator indicated that the student displayed 

visual-attention and limited visual-tracking skills (in the near) with a few familiar 

functional objects and people. His visual-motor skills were not well developed—Subject 

2 was unable to move his arms or hands intentionally, thereby making visual-motor tasks 

that involved reaching impossible. However, he was able to control his head, eyes, and 

mouth. Subject 2 appeared to be senshive to bright lights, while at the same time, he 

gazed at the overhead lights in the classroom. His visual functioning was consistent with 
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the medical diagnosis of CVI and blue appeared to be the color that Subject 2 was able to 

discriminate best. 

Subject 2 attended a regular high school and was part of a resource program for 

students with muhiple disabihties. He also had a full-time classroom assistant that 

worked with him in class, fed him, and assisted him whh toileting. He lived at home with 

his father and one other adult caregiver. Medical reports and an interview with his father 

confirmed that Subject 2 had cerebral palsy, was non-ambulatory, and had normal 

hearing. Functional audiological assessment reports also indicated that he had normal 

hearing. Educational assessment reports and verbal reports from his father indicated that 

he had some receptive language skills. For example. Subject 2 would smile and make 

vocalizations when his father asked him if he wanted to watch his favorite movie. His 

behavior indicated that he understood what his father had asked him. Ahhough Subject 2 

met the criteria for participation in this study, his cognhive and physical disabihties 

appeared to be more severe than the other three subjects. 

Subject 2 was considered to be an excellent candidate for the teaching strategies 

employed whh children who have CVI because: (a) he was able to attend visually to a 

few familiar fiinctional objects and people (e.g., blue lava lamp, yellow plate, silver hair 

dryer), which indicated that he had had sufficient exposure to and experience with these 

hems to be able to identify them visually; (b) he had some mdimentary visual-tracking 

skills which indicated that he had progressed to a higher level of visual ftinctioning than 

visual-attention; and (c) he had been exposed to the colors blue and yellow in a consistent 

manner in the home and at school. 
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Subject 3 

Subject 3 was a 17-year-old female who was diagnosed on October 13, 1993 with 

CVI. A telephone conversation whh the subject's ophthalmologist on April 5, 1997 

confirmed the diagnosis. A functional vision assessment conducted by the primary 

investigator indicated that the student displayed visual-attention and visual-tracking skills 

(in the near) whh familiar functional objects and people; however, her visual-motor skills 

were inconsistent. Some senshivity to light was observed in Subject 3 when she was 

outside and very little light gazing was evident while inside. Her visual behavior was 

consistent with the medical diagnosis of CVI and pink appeared to be the color that 

Subject 3 was able to discriminate best. 

Subject 3 attended a special school for students who have muhiple disabilities. 

She also lived in a group home whh other adolescents who have muhiple disabihties. 

Medical reports and an interview whh her guardians at the group home confirmed that 

Subject 3 had cerebral palsy, was non-ambulatory, and had normal hearing. An 

audiological assessment conducted by a specialist indicated that her hearing was within 

the normal range. Educational assessment reports indicated that she had some receptive 

language skills and limhed expressive language skills. For example, the staff" in the 

group home used verbal prompts and some hand-over-hand prompts with her to direct her 

gaze at a given object before asking her to make a choice. When making a choice. 

Subject 3 would look at the desired object and make a vocalization. However, her 

responses were not always consistent, especially when black and whhe symbols were 

used to represent the actual object. 
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Subject 3 was considered to be an excellent candidate for the teaching strategies 

employed whh children who have CVI because: (a) she was visually able to attend to 

familiar fiinctional objects and some photographs (e.g., pink cup, whhe and blue milk 

carton, purple plate, photograph of her parents), thereby indicating that she had had 

sufficient exposure to and experience with these objects to be able to identify them 

visually; (b) she was visually able to track the above mentioned hems, which indicated 

that she had a higher level of visual ftinctioning than visual-attention; (c) she had 

reasonable use of her hands, arms, and upper body such that visual-motor responses were 

possible; and (d) she had been exposed to the colors red and blue in a consistent manner 

both in the home and at school. 

Subject 4 

Subject 4 was a 17-year-old female who was diagnosed on November 5, 1986 

whh cortical blindness. A telephone conversation with the subject's ophthalmologist on 

June 12, 1997 confirmed the diagnosis. A functional vision assessment conducted by the 

primary investigator indicated that the student displayed visual-attention, visual-tracking, 

and some visual-motor skills (in the near) whh familiar functional objects and people. 

Subject 4 occasionally stared at the lights above her, but generally appeared to be light-

senshive. Her visual behavior was consistent whh the medical diagnosis of CVI, and red 

appeared to be the color that Subject 1 was able to discriminate best. 

Subject 4 also attended a special school for students who have multiple 

disabihties, and she lived at home with her mother. Medical reports and an interview 

whh her mother confirmed that Subject 4 had cerebral palsy, was non-ambulatory, and 
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had normal hearing. An audiological assessment was also conducted by a specialist and 

indicated that her hearing was whhin the normal range. Educational assessment reports 

indicated that she had some receptive language skills. Teachers used verbal instmctions 

and looked for behavioral responses as an indication that she understood what was being 

asked of her. For example, when the teacher announced that it was time for lunch. 

Subject 4 would immediately straighten up, put her hand in her mouth, and make 

vocalizations. Her behavior indicated that she was ready for lunch and wanted to eat (she 

would not put her hand in her mouth at any other time). 

Subject 4 was considered to be an excellent candidate for the teaching strategies 

employed with children who have CVI because: (a) she was able to attend visually to 

familiar functional objects and people (e.g., whhe bib, red cup), which indicated that she 

had had sufficient exposure to and experience with these objects to be able to identify 

them visually; (b) she was visually able to track the above mentioned hems, which 

indicated that she had a higher level of visual functioning than visual-attention; (c) she 

had enough motor abilhy to control her hands, arms, and upper body to engage in visual-

motor responses; and (d) she had been exposed to the colors red and white in a consistent 

manner in the home and at school. 

Settings 

Data were collected for each subject in two different settings: school and home. 

Data collection in the school occurred during the lunch hour, and data collection in the 

home occurred during dinnertime. A subject was tested on the same fiinctional skill at 

school and at home, ahhough subjects did not all perform the same skill as each other. 
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The specific setting whhin the school and home was determined by where and when the 

subjects typically performed the fiinctional task. For example, if the skill being tested 

was "eating," the most natural environment in which that skill would be demonstrated 

was in the cafeteria or lunchroom during lunch time. Or, if the skill was bmshing one's 

teeth, the most appropriate place to test that skill would be in the washroom after the 

subject had eaten. 

Subject 1 

School. Subject 1 was tested in the lunch room (which was actually the 

horticulture room at all other times), seated in her wheelchair at her usual table, with the 

usual group of students, at the usual time (11:45 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.), and with her back to 

the windows. Despite the noise in the lunch room, the subject was not uncomfortable or 

agitated— t̂hese sounds were part of the lunch routine that she was familiar whh and had 

been exposed to for over four years. The subject did not have the same person feeding 

her each day; however, this did not appear to influence the subject's ability to eat her 

lunch. Over the past four years, the subject had adjusted to the lunch routine and the fact 

that the lunch-time helpers changed from day-to-day. 

When seated at the table, the subject's visual-attention was not always focused: 

she gazed at the overhead lights, moved her head from side-to-side, and turned her head 

toward who ever happened to be speaking at the time. Since the subject did not have a 

tray attached to her wheelchair, h was able to fit under the lunch table. The lunch table 

was circular (1.5 yards in diameter) and ofF-whhe. Her whhe bowl whh the food in h, 

silver spoon, and orange juice container were usually placed on the table beyond her 
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reach (her involuntary arm movements sometimes pushed these hems off the table by 

accident). A whhe terry-cloth bib was placed over her clothes to protect them from any 

spillage. 

Home. Subject 1 was tested at dinner time (6:00 p.m. - 6:45 p.m.) in her living 

room, seated in her usual spot on a soft armchair (not in her wheelchair), facing the 

television, and whh her back to the light source. Desphe the noise from the television, 

the subject was comfortable whh her surroundings. According to the subject's mother, 

the subject always ate her meals in the living room in this chah. The subject's mother 

typically sat in front of the subject and held the white bowl with the food in h whh her 

left hand (at about the subject's shoulder-height) and fed her whh a spoon whh her right 

hand (at the subject's eye level). When giving her daughter something to drink, she 

usually used hand-over-hand to get her daughter to hold the cup herself 

Subject 2 

School. Subject 2 was tested in his work room at lunch time (noon - 12:30 p.m ). 

His work room was also the same room in which his personal needs were taken care of 

(e.g., diaper changing, feeding, medication administration). While eating, he remained 

seated in his wheelchair whh his back to the windows. His wheelchair did not fit under 

the table that was in the room; therefore, the assistant stood in front of him and held his 

silver thermos and blue cup at his eye level while feeding him. The subject only ate 

pureed foods because his chewing and swallowing abilities were limhed. He often 

choked when eating or drinking; consequently, a box of tissues was always on the table 

and a dishtowel (colors varied from day-to-day) was placed over his chest to keep his 
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clothes clean. The room was quiet and overhead lighting was subdued to discourage 

light-gazing. The curtains were always kept closed when the subject was in the room so 

that he would not be distracted by the light from outside. 

The same classroom assistant had been feeding Subject 2 for over two years. She 

always stood on the subject's right side and fed him whh a silver spoon (held in her right 

hand). A blue cup was also used for approximately two years. The cup was usually 

placed on the nearby table when he was not drinking from h. A family friend (who also 

cared for Subject 2 in the home when he was absent from school) was hired to replace the 

classroom assistant whenever she was absent. As a result. Subject 2 always had a 

familiar individual working whh him at school. 

Home. Subject 2 was tested in his kitchen during dinner time (6:00 p.m. - 6:30 

p.m.), seated in his wheelchair beside the table (4 ft x 4 ft, dark pine), and with the 

overhead lighting subdued. The room was typically quiet, and the occasional barks and 

growls from the family dogs did not seem to disturb the subject. According to the 

subject's father, the subject always ate his meals in his wheelchair in the khchen. The 

subject's father also stated that his son preferred to eat in a room that was warm rather 

than cool. The house thermostat was set for 70 °F. The subject's father typically held a 

bowl of pureed food (color of the bowls varied from day-to-day) in his left hand (at the 

subject's shoulder level) and held a silver spoon in his right hand at the subject's eye 

level. A blue cup was used to give the subject his drink once he had eaten a good portion 

of his meal. The blue cup was typically held at the subject's eye level. Dishtowels were 

used to keep his clothes clean while eating and tissues were used when the subject 

choked and sph up some of his food/drink. 
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Subject 3 

School. Subject 3 was tested in her classroom (all of the students in the school ate 

lunch in their classrooms), seated in her wheelchair (with a whhe tray) in front of a 

rectangular white table (3 ft x 6 ft), with the usual group of students, at the usual time 

(11:45 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.) and with her back to the windows. There were no lights above 

the area in which she ate. The classroom was quhe noisy during the lunch hour—one 

student in particular screamed continuously after she finished her lunch until a teacher 

removed her from the classroom. The subject would not eat or drink when this student 

screamed. In fact, several minutes passed before the subject would open her mouth again 

to eat. Background noise from a radio or television did not appear to affect the subject in 

any way (the subject enjoyed watching television and listening to music). 

The same classroom assistant had been feeding Subject 3 for approximately two 

years. She always sat on the subject's left side and fed her whh a silver spoon (held in 

her left hand). A pink cup was also used for approximately two years. The cup was 

usually placed on the subject's tray when she was not drinking from it. 

Home. Subject 3 was tested in the dining room of her group home at dinner time 

(6:00 p.m. - 6:45 p.m.). The dinner routine was strictly adhered to by all group home 

staff: a chart posted on the wall specified what was to be done, when (e.g., medication 

administration first, choice-making cards for drink), and by whom. The subject was 

seated in her wheelchair (whh the tray removed) at the dining room table (4 ft x 8 ft, 

whhe oak), with the usual group of residents, and with her back toward the windows. 

Except for some quiet conversation among the staff and one of the residents, the area was 

quiet. 
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A staff person typically sat on the subject's left and held the cup/spoon at her eye 

level. The staff person encouraged her to hold the spoon by using some hand-over-hand 

guidance and a special strap mounted to the spoon. When drinking, the staff person held 

the pink cup for the subject as she drank. For the purposes of this study, staff people 

were asked not to use hand-over-hand guidance with her while the subject drank from the 

cup. 

Subject 4 

School. Subject 4 was tested in her classroom (all of the students in the school ate 

lunch in their classrooms), seated in her wheelchair (with a black tray) in front of a 

square, whhe table (4 ft x 4 ft), with the usual group of students, and at the usual time 

(11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.). There were no lights above the area in which she ate and the 

window coverings remained closed. The classroom was reasonably quiet during the 

lunch hour v t̂h the exception of a few vocalizations by some of the other students in the 

room. An off-whhe cotton bib was placed over the subject's chest so that she would not 

get her clothes dirty. The subject typically put her hand in her mouth and pulled at the 

bib before (and during) the meal. She did not display these behaviors at any other time 

during the day. 

One teacher fed Subject 4 on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, while the other 

teacher fed her on Thursday and Friday. This routine had been consistent for 

approximately one year. Both teachers stood on the subject's left side and held the 

plastic food container at her shoulder level while they spooned the food in her mouth. 
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The red cup was held at her eye level by both teachers. The subject's feeding routine was 

the same whh both teachers. 

Home. Subject 4 was tested in her kitchen at dinner time (5:30 p.m. - 6:15 p.m.), 

in her wheelchair (whh the black tray on), beside the circular white table (4 ft diameter), 

and whh soft music playing in the background. According to the subject's mother, the 

subject enjoyed listening to music while she ate. This routine was followed every night. 

The subject's mother typically sat to the subject's left while feeding her. She 

placed a whhe paper towel across her daughter's chest so as not to soil her clothes during 

feeding. A white bowl that contained the subject's food and the red cup were placed on 

the table instead of the tray because the subject often hh the bowl accidentally when her 

arms moved involuntarily. The subject's mother always gave the subject her drink first 

(with her right hand) because she was usually thirsty by dinner time. The cup was always 

held at the subject's eye level, while the bowl always remained on the table. 

Materials 

Each subject used a different stimulus object that was specific to the fiinctional 

skill being tested. Once each subject was observed for several hours in his/her school 

environment, a fiinctional object (e.g., cup, spoon) was selected by the primary 

investigator for each subject to act as the stimulus object. Each subject was familiar whh 

his/her object and was able to attend to and track h visually. The stimulus objects were 

part of the students' daily routines and integral to the fiinctional skill being tested. The 

stimulus objects that were selected for testing in the schools were also used in the 
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subjects' homes. Natural reinforcers (i.e., whatever food and drink were given to the 

subjects for lunch and dinner) were used when subjects displayed the target behavior. 

The stimulus objects for each of the subjects were as follows: (a) a silver spoon 

for Subject 1; (b) a blue plastic cup that was 3 inches in diameter and 6 inches in height, 

for Subject 2; (c) a pink plastic cup that was 3 mches in diameter and 6 inches in height 

for Subject 3; and, (d) a red plastic cup that was 3 inches in diameter and 6 inches in 

height for Subject 4. 

Dependent Measure 

The dependent measure was defined as the percentage of correct visual-motor 

responses (the target behavior) that was displayed within the functional skill being tested. 

The two components of a correct visual-motor response were: the visual fixation on and 

purposeful movement related to the stimulus object. 

Visual fixation required the subject to look at the stimulus object for at least one 

second as h passed through his/her visual fields. Purposeful movement was defined as a 

movement of some part of the subject's body that was related to the motion carried out to 

use the stimulus object (e.g., moving one's hand toward the cup, opening one's mouth to 

drink). Subjects were required to display one or more of the following: move or open 

his/her mouth toward the stimulus object, move his/her body toward the stimulus object, 

or move his/her hand toward the stimulus object. Visual fixation must have preceded the 

motoric response in order for the target behavior to be coded as correct. Each attempt by 

the subject to perfonn the target behavior did not have to resuh in actual contact with the 

stimulus object. The primary investigator viewed a visual plus physical attempt as an 
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indication that the subject had seen the stimulus object and intended to engage in that 

fiinctional skill. 

Treatments 

Two treatments were used with each subject: a physical prompting technique and 

a verbal prompting technique. The prompts were devised by the primary investigator 

after observing each student on several occasions during their lunch hour at school. All 

of the prompts were based on prompts already used by those individuals working whh the 

subjects during lunch. Each person working with the subjects used several types of 

verbal and physical prompts; however, none of the prompts were used consistently, nor 

could the prompts reliably produce the desired behaviors in the subjects. All of the 

prompts were familiar to each subject since they were already in use in their daily lives, 

to varying degrees, whh the subjects. Since the primary intervention setting was the 

school, prompts were selected from those used therein rather than from prompts used at 

home by the parents/guardians. When the intervention began in the home, the prompts 

used in the school were also used in the home. 

Verbal Prompts 

For this study, verbal prompts included the following: (a) the use of the subject's 

name; (b) a description of the stimulus object (e.g., "the red cup"); and, (c) a directive 

(e.g., "drink your "). Verbal prompts were given in an even, conversational tone— 

prompts were not shouted out at the subjects. 
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Physical Prompts 

Physical prompts were approved by each subject's parents/guardians before being 

used in this study. At no time was any physical harm or undo pressure exerted on any 

part of the subject's body. When physical prompts were administered, no conversation 

was directed at the subject. The person administering the prompt did not speak at all 

during the physical prompting intervention. 

The physical prompt used with Subject 1 was a single, light tap (by the primary 

investigator) on the subject's right cheek near the comer of her mouth. The physical 

prompt for Subject 2 was administered by the subject's classroom assistant. The assistant 

gently mbbed under the subject's chin a maximum of two times whh a towel. The towel 

was used as part of the prompt because Subject 2 frequently pushed his food and drink 

out of his mouth with his tongue and the towel caught the over-spill. 

For Subject 3, the physical prompting technique was administered by the 

classroom assistant. The assistant gently placed her hand on the top of the subject's head 

after the stimulus object passed through the subject's visual fields. This technique had 

been used whh the subject in the past in order to keep her head up during her meals. No 

undue pressure was exerted on the subject's head. When the subject wanted to keep her 

head down or when resistance was noted by the assistant as she tried to raise the subject's 

head, the assistant did not force the subject's head upright. Rather, she waited until the 

subject had moved her head upright on her own and appeared to be ready to resume her 

meal. 

Subject 4 had enough movement and use of her left arm and hand to lift up her 

arm and hold the cup once someone else had placed the cup on her lower lip. Subject 4 
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seemed to enjoy holding her own cup while drinking; consequentiy, the physical 

prompting technique for this subject was a gentle tap or two on her left elbow (her arm 

was always bent and resting on her tray) after the cup was placed on her tray. 

Intervenors 

The treatments were administered by those individuals who typically fed the 

subjects at lunch and at dinner (hereafter referred to as "intervenors"). The only 

exception to this was with Subject 1 at lunch: the primary investigator, who was the 

subject's hinerant vision teacher, acted as the intervenor because she knew the subject 

well and because eating skills were already a part of her vision programming. The 

intervenor for Subject I at home was her mother. 

For Subject 2, the intervenor at school was his classroom assistant, and his father 

acted as the intervenor at home. For Subject 3, the intervenor at school was her 

classroom assistant, and at home the intervenors were the group home staff that typically 

worked with her. Finally, for Subject 4, the intervenors at school were her two teachers, 

while at home, her mother acted as the intervenor. 

Measurement 

Subjects were observed daily during the baseline and intervention phases in the 

school setting. Data were not collected on the days that students were away from school 

such as holidays, weekends, and professional activity days. In the home, data were 

collected for three consecutive days in the baseline phase immediately before the 

introduction of the intervention, and then daily throughout the intervention phase. If the 
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intervention phase was underway in the school and home at the same time and the subject 

was away from school because he/she was ill, data were not collected in the home on that 

day. Maintenance probes in the school and home were collected on randomly selected 

days. 

The primary investigator acted as the observer (the person who recorded the 

occurrence and non-occurrence of the target behavior) for all of the subjects in both 

settings. She also acted as the intervenor for Subject I. The primary investigator did not 

experience any difficulty or conflicts administering the intervention and recording the 

response at the same time. Procedural reliabilhy was also recorded by the primary 

investigator for aU of the subjects in both settings, except for Subject 1, in Setting 1 

where she acted as the intervenor. 

One research assistant was used as an observer to obtain procedural reliabilhy for 

Subject 1 in Setting 1 and interobserver reliabilhy in Settings 1 and 2 for Subjects I, 2, 

and 3. However, due to illness, this research assistant was unable to continue to act as the 

primary investigator's research assistant for Subject 4. A second research assistant was 

trained to collect interobserver reliabilhy data for Subject 4 in Settings 1 and 2. Both 

research assistants were employed as itinerant teachers of students with visual 

impairments and had experience working whh students who have CVI and muhiple 

disabilities. 

During each daily session in each setting, there were at least 10 natural drinking 

and/or eating opportunhies available for the subject to engage in the target behavior. 

Target behavior opportunhies that occurred after the first 10 opportunities were not 

recorded. 
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Event recording was used by the observers to record the target behaviors that 

occurred during the session. A check mark [V] was placed on a recording form (see 

Appendix B) when the target behavior was displayed within five seconds after the 

presentation of the stimulus object and the prompt. When the target behavior occurred 

before the intervenor had a chance to administer the prompt, the response was coded as 

correct. 

An "x" was used to indicate that the subject did not display the target behavior 

whhin the five-second wah time (i.e., no visual fixation and no intentional movement). 

At the end of the 10 opportunhies, the number of events (displayed target behaviors) 

were tallied and converted into percentages. When a subject performed only part of the 

target behavior, the response was coded as a non-occurrence. A target behavior 

displayed after the five second wah time was coded as a non-occurrence. Addhionally, 

when a subject looked at the stimulus object but did not move in any way or when a 

subject moved toward the object without first looking at h, the event was coded with an 

"x," and the behavior was not reinforced. 

A small stop watch was used to record the five second 'Svait" time after the 

presentation of the stimulus object and the prompt. The watch was programmed to emit a 

low-frequency beep (which only the primary investigator heard) once the start button was 

pushed. When asked, the intervenors stated that they could not hear the beep. Since the 

intervenor was usually close to the subject, h was assumed that the subject also could not 

hear the beep. At no time during the study did the subjects appear to hear the beep or 

become distracted by h. The primary investigator informed the intervenor when the five 

second wah time was over by moving her outstretched right hand horizontally as if 
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"cutting off the time." This signal was demonstrated during the training of the 

intervenors. All of the intervenors were able to see this motion and all understood what it 

meant when the primary investigator performed h. At no time did the observer make a 

sound or statement regarding the end of the wait time. After observing this signal, 

intervenors did or did not provide a reinforcement, depending on whether or not the 

intervenor observed the subject perform the target behavior. 

Target Behaviors 

The target behavior for Subject 1 was the direct gaze at her silver spoon (stimulus 

object) followed within five seconds by a motor response that included one or more of 

the following: opening her mouth, moving her head toward the spoon, or reaching for the 

spoon whh ehher hand. The target behavior for Subject 2 was a direct gaze at his blue 

cup (stimulus object) followed whhin five seconds by two quick tongue movements 

(referred to as "tonguing"). When awake. Subject 2 always had his mouth open; 

therefore, opening his mouth could not be considered an appropriate motor response. 

However, h was noted that Subject 2 would perform a tonguing motion whenever he 

wanted to eat or drink something. The target behavior for Subject 3 was a direct gaze at 

her pink cup (stimulus object) followed within 5 seconds by one or more of the 

following: opening her mouth, moving her head toward the cup, or moving ehher arm 

toward the cup. The target behavior for Subject 4 was a direct gaze at her red cup 

(stimulus object) followed whhin 5 seconds by one or more of the following: opening 

her mouth, moving her head toward the cup, or moving either hand toward the cup. 
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Reliabilhy 

Training of the intervenors and observers was conducted by the primary 

investigator after baseline data had been collected and before the intervention phase 

began. Since the intervenors knew the subjects well and given that the verbal and 

physical prompts were being used by the intervenors in some fashion already, training the 

intervenors to use the new prompts was easily accomplished. The intervenors, observers 

and the primary investigator practiced recognizing and responding to the hand gesture 

that signaled the end of the five-second wait time. The primary investigator 

demonstrated the interventions on each intervenor and observer, and then intervenors and 

observers demonstrated the interventions on the primary investigator. Clarification of the 

administration of the prompts was given throughout these demonstrations. Several 

practice trials were conducted with the intervenors and the observers and scored by the 

primary investigator (acting as the procedural reliabilhy checker) until 100% proficiency 

was achieved in 10 consecutive trials. 

Interobserver Reliabilhv 

Training the observers to record the occurrence and non-occurrence of the target 

behavior was conducted by the primary investigator. The interobserver event recording 

form (see Appendix C) was explained to the observers and observers practiced recording 

behaviors demonstrated by the primary investigator. The primary investigator and the 

observer then spent one 20-minute session prior to the study recording the actual 

behavior of each subject. In each case, 100% agreement was achieved between the 

primary investigator and the observer's scores, thus indicating that the observers were 
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trained to a high degree of proficiency. Where a disagreement occurred between the 

primary investigator and the observer recording the occurrence or non-occurrence of a 

target behavior, the observation of the primary investigator was used to plot data for that 

opportunity. Interobserver reliability checks were made on 25 - 30% of the total sessions 

in Settings 1 and 2. 

Procedural Reliabilhy 

Procedural agreement was collected to ensure that each intervenor administered 

the stimulus object in a consistent manner. Procedural agreement was recorded on a 

chart that was created by the primary investigator (see Appendix D) and that was 

identical for each subject. Intervenors were expected to meet eight criteria for each of the 

10 trials during a session under review for procedural reliabilhy. The eight criteria were: 

(1) the subject appeared to be ready, (2) the stimulus object passed from the subjects' 

upper left to lower right visual fields, (3) the stimulus object stopped in the correct 

location (as per each subject), (4) the verbal prompt included all of required elements (see 

Verbal Prompts), (5) the physical prompt included all of the required elements (see 

Physical Prompts), (6) the prompt occurred after the stimulus object passed through the 

subjects' visual fields, (7) the five-second wah time was observed, and (8) the 

appropriate reinforcement or non-reinforcement was administered by the intervenor. 

The first criterion required that the subject appeared to be ready to engage in the 

procedure. For example, the subject should have his/her head up, eyes open, hands and 

arms down, and attention directed at the intervenor. If the subject was fidgeting with 

his/her clothing, had his/her head down, or had his/her eyes closed, the intervenor had to 
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wah until the subject discontinued these behaviors before presenting the stimulus object. 

If the intervenor started the intervention when the observer feh that the subject was not 

ready, the observer coded the first criterion with an "x," indicating failure to follow the 

established procedure. 

The second criterion required the stimulus object to be presented slowly, whhin 

5 - 8 inches from the subject's face, and from the subjects' upper left visual field to their 

lower right visual field. If the intervenor moved the stimulus object too close to or too far 

away from the subject's face, if the intervenor moved the cup too quickly or not at all 

(i.e., held h at midline), or if the directionalhy of the prompt was reversed, the observer 

coded the second criterion whh an "x," indicating a failure to follow the established 

procedure. 

The third criterion required that the stimulus object be placed in a consistent 

location for each subject. The stimulus object was held (after being passed through the 

subject's visual fields) slightly below the right side of the nose for Subjects I, 2, and 3. 

Since Subject 4 had greater range of motion with her hands, the stimulus object was 

placed on her tray at midline after h was passed through her visual fields. If the 

intervenor failed to place the stimulus object in the correct location or if the stimulus 

object was moved once h was in the correct location, the observer coded the third 

criterion whh an "x," indicating a failure to follow the established procedure. 

The fourth criterion required that the verbal prompt include the following 

elements: the use of the subject's name, a description of the stimulus object, and a 

directive. If the intervenor omitted one or more of these elements, the observer coded it 

whh an "x," indicating a failure to follow the established procedure. If the physical 
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prompt was administered first (since the treatments alternated from one session to the 

next), the primary investigator blocked out the first five columns next to the fourth 

crherion so that the observer would not get confused as to which criterion to observe. 

When the verbal prompt was administered first, the first five columns in the fifth 

criterion were blocked out by the primary investigator. The fifth criterion required that 

the physical prompt be administered as per the requirements for each subject. For 

example, if the intervenor prompted Subject I with two taps, the observer coded it with 

an "x." Similarly, if the intervenor for Subject 3 placed her hand on the back of the 

subject's head, it would be coded as incorrect. 

Once the successful prompt was determined, the less-successful prompt was 

blocked out by the primary investigator so that the observer would not become confused 

while recording procedural agreement. That is, either criterion four or criterion five 

would not be used when recording procedural agreement during the second phase of the 

intervention. 

The sixth crherion required that the prompt occur at the appropriate time (i.e., 

immediately after the stimulus object passed through both visual fields). If the intervenor 

prompted the subject before the stimulus object passed through his/her visual fields, the 

observer recorded the action as incorrect. Also, if the intervenor paused before 

administering the prompt, it was coded as incorrect. 

The seventh crherion required that the five-second wah time be observed by the 

intervenor before the subject was reinforced (or not) for displaying (or not) the target 

behavior. If the subject displayed the target behavior before the five-second wait time 

was over and the intervenor reinforced the behavior (as he or she should have), the 
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observer coded the action as correct. However, if the intervenor pulled the stimulus 

object out of the subject's view before the wah time was over, the observer coded the 

action as incorrect. 

The final criterion required the intervenor to provide the appropriate 

reinforcement and non-reinforcement of the subject's behavior, depending on whether or 

not the subject displayed the target response. If the subject performed the target behavior 

whhin the five-second wah time and the intervenor reinforced the behavior, the observer 

coded the action as correct. However, if the subject did not perform the target behavior 

and the intervenor reinforced the behavior, the observer coded h as incorrect. Similarly, 

if the subject performed the target behavior and only the observer noticed the response, 

the intervenor would not reinforce the behavior, while the observer would record the 

action as an inappropriate non-reinforcement. 

Cue cards with reminders of the steps involved in each type of prompt were 

placed in view of the intervenor while he/she administered the intervention during the 

study. Pink cards with bold, black lettering were used on the verbal prompt cue card, and 

green cards whh bold, black lettering were used on the physical prompt cue card. When 

procedural agreement scores fell below 90%, the primary investigator retrained the 

intervenor using the techniques outlined earlier in this section. Possible areas of 

difficuhy were clarified by discussing the problem whh the primary investigator. 

Recalibration of an intervenor (for Subject 3's intervenor) was necessary only once 

during this study. Procedural reliability checks were made on 25 - 50% of the 

intervention and maintenance sessions in Settings 1 and 2. 
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Design 

A single-subject ahemating treatments design across two settings was used to 

examine the effectiveness of two prompting procedures on the visual-motor responses of 

four adolescents with CVI. This study consisted of three phases: baseline (A), 

intervention (divided into two sub-phases, B and B'), and maintenance. 

Procedure 

Baseline (A) 

Baseline data in Setting 1 was collected for three consecutive days. Intervenors 

presented the stimulus object as he/she normally presented the object, while the primary 

investigator/observer recorded the occurrence and non-occurrence of the target behavior. 

Baseline probes in Setting 2 were conducted at least every three days once the 

intervention started in Setting 1. 

Intervention (B and B') 

During the intervention phase, two treatments (physical prompt and verbal 

prompt) were applied by the intervenor in Setting 1. A coin was flipped to determine 

which treatment would start the intervention session. One prompt was employed during 

the first five target behavior opportunhies and the other prompt was employed during the 

remaining five opportunhies. As is consistent with an ahemating treatments design, the 

order of presentation ahemated from session-to-session (Tawney & Gast, 1984). 

During the intervention, the stimulus object was moved slowly in front of the 

subject's eyes from his/her upper left visual field to his/her lower right visual field 
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(approximately 5 - 8 inches from his/her face). For Subjects 1, 2, and 3, the verbal and 

physical prompts were given immediately after the stimulus object stopped slightly below 

the subject's right eye. For Subject 4, the verbal and physical prompts were given 

immediately after the stimulus object stopped on her tray at midline (approximately 15 

inches from her). At this time, the observer started the stop watch (whhout looking at it) 

and observed the subject for five seconds. At the end of the five second period, the 

primary investigator signaled to the intervenor (after the primary investigator heard the 

beep) that the five seconds had passed and the intervenor put the stimulus object down or 

reinforced the behavior, depending on whether or not the target behavior was observed. 

The occurrence or non-occurrence of the target behavior was recorded by the primary 

investigator after the five second wah time. 

Both treatments continued to ahemate each session until it became obvious that 

one treatment was more successful than the other at producing the target behavior. The 

successful treatment became the intervention strategy of choice and the other treatment 

was discontinued. At this point, only the successful treatment continued until a clear, 

therapeutic, poshive trend was established. Three days prior to the introduction of the 

successful treatment in Setting 2, continuous baseline probes were conducted in Setting 2. 

This was to ensure experimental control. 

The successful treatment that was determined in Setting 1 was administered in 

Setting 2. When a clear, therapeutic, poshive trend was established in this phase, the 

study progressed to the maintenance phase. Maintenance probes were collected every 3 -

5 days. 
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Maintenance 

Phase 3 began in Setting 1 once a poshive trend was established in the 

intervention phase. Maintenance probes continued in Setting 1 every 3 - 5 days while the 

intervention was being conducted in Setting 2. Once a therapeutic trend was observed in 

Setting 2, the maintenance phase began. Maintenance probes in Setting 2 occurred every 

3 - 5 days. 

Summary 

Four subjects were selected for participation in this study. Each subject held 

qualities that made him/her similar to one another with respect to eye condition, age, 

receptive and expressive language skills, and addhional disabihties. Subjects were tested 

at school and at home during their regular mealtimes. An ahemating treatments design 

was used to assess the effectiveness of two prompting techniques (verbal and physical) 

on the subjects' visual-motor responses. Interobserver and procedural agreement 

descriptive statistics were obtained for a minimum of 25% of the total sessions in both 

settings. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Each of the subjects received a specific intervention that was relevant to his/her 

life, that included the use of a functional object, that took place during an appropriate 

time of day, and that was based on the principles of CVI. This chapter details the resuhs 

of the intervention for each subject in his/her school and home. Procedural and 

interobserver agreement resuhs are also described. 

The splh-middle method was used to estimate trends within each of the figures 

and percentage of overlap was calculated between the baseline (A) and intervention phase 

(B) in both settings (Tawney & Gast, 1984). The change in level between phases (i.e., A-

B, B-B') was calculated in each setting, as was the change in level within B and the 

change in level whhin B' (Tawney & Gast, 1984). Interobserver agreement was obtained 

by using the point-by-point method (Kazdin, 1982). Procedural agreement was 

calculated by using event recording to determine whether or not the procedure was 

administered by the intervenors consistently throughout the study (Tawney & Gast, 

1984). 

Subject I 

The data presented in Figure 1 show a poshive change in the display of visual-

motor responses by Subject I in Settings I and 2 with the introduction of the verbal 

prompting technique. That is, a greater intervention effect occurred when the verbal 

prompting technique was used as compared to the physical prompting technique. 
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Setting 1 

Subject 1 displayed a stable, low trend in baseline (A) for three consecutive 

sessions, which indicated that the subject was unable to display the target behavior very 

well prior to the introduction of the intervention. Two interventions were introduced on 

session 4 (B): a physical prompt and a verbal prompt (starting with the verbal prompt). 

The level of change between A and B was 40% (from 0% to 40%) for both 

interventions, which indicated an immediate, increasing-therapeutic change for the 

physical prompting technique and for the verbal prompting technique. When the verbal 

prompt was used, 0% of the data points overlapped whh baseline data, while 50% of the 

data points overlapped with baseline data when the physical prompts were used. This 

indicated that a greater intervention effect occurred when the verbal prompting technique 

was used. 

The verbal prompt resuhed in an accelerating-improving trend in the number of 

visual-motor responses the subject displayed, while the physical prompt resuhed in a 

decelerating-decaying trend in the number of visual-motor responses. The level of 

change within B for the verbal prompting technique was 40% (from 40% to 80%), which 

indicated a therapeufic change. However, the level of change whhin B for the physical 

prompting technique was 40% (from 40% to 0%) and indicated a contratherapeutic 

change. Given the increasing-therapeutic level change, the low percentage of 

overiapping data points with baseline data, the accelerating-improving trend, and the 

therapeufic level change whhin B when the verbal prompting technique was used, the 

physical prompting technique was discontinued after session 9. 
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An order effect was evident during sessions 6 to 9. That is, when the verbal 

prompt was administered first, the subject did better with both types of prompts. 

However, when the physical prompt was administered first, the subject performed pooriy 

with that prompt (i.e., 0% in sessions 5, 7, and 9). 

A slight decrease (i.e., a 50% contratherapeutic level change between B and B') 

occurred with the verbal prompting technique during the first day in B' (which was the 

first day back at school after a four-day long weekend). However, a dramatic increase in 

the target behavior occurred the next day (session 11). An accelerating-therapeutic trend 

resuhed, as did a 70% therapeutic change (from 30% to 100%) within B', when the verbal 

prompting technique was used. Maintenance probes illustrated that a ceiling level was 

maintained in Setting 1 when the verbal prompting technique was used. 

Setting 2 

Baseline probes on sessions 8 and 12 were at the 0% level and a stable, low trend 

in baseline (A) for three consecutive sessions prior to the introduction of the intervention 

indicated that the subject was unable to perform the target behavior well at home. The 

introduction of the verbal prompting technique resuhed in a 60% therapeutic change in 

level (from 10% to 70%) which was indicative of a powerfiil intervention. Addhionally, 

0% of the data points in B' overiapped whh baseline data. The verbal prompting 

technique resuhed in an accelerating-therapeutic trend in the number of visual-motor 

responses the subject displayed. The level of change within B' for the verbal prompting 

technique was 30% (from 70% to 100%) which indicated a therapeutic change. Data 

were not collected on sessions 19, 21, and 22 due to a family crisis. The crisis did not 
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negatively affect the subject's high performance level as ceiling level was reached in 

session 23 and continued as such into the Maintenance phase. 

Subject 2 

The data presented in Figure 2 show a positive display of visual-motor responses 

by Subject 2 in Settings 1 and 2 whh the introduction of the physical prompting 

technique. That is, a greater intervention effect occurred when the physical prompting 

technique was used as compared to the verbal prompting technique. 

Setting 1 

Subject 2 displayed a stable, low trend in baseline for three consecutive sessions, 

which indicated that the subject was unable to display the target behavior prior to the 

introduction of the intervention. Two interventions were introduced on session 4 (B): a 

physical prompt and a verbal prompt (starting whh the verbal prompt). 

The level of change between A and B was 60% and therapeufic (from 0% to 60%) 

for the physical prompting technique, and 20% and therapeutic (from 0% to 20%) for the 

verbal prompting technique. The subject was absent from school due to illness on 

sessions 5 - 8 . When he returned to school on session 9, the target behavior slightly 

decreased to 40% with the physical prompt and to 0% with the verbal prompt. The 

subject's performance confinued to decrease to 0% with both prompts during session 10. 

The subject was absent again on session 11, but returned to school the next day. The 

primary investigator and intervenor suspected that the subject was still not feeling well on 

session 12, but collected the data anyway because he appeared to be alert and ready for 
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lunch. Their suspicions proved to be correct—the subject was absent from school the 

next day (session 13) because he was ill. When the subject returned to school after the 

weekend (session 13 was a Friday), his attendance was consistent thereafter. 

Desphe the number of absences, an accelerating-therapeutic trend occurred when 

the physical prompting technique was used. A trend of zero celeration occurred when the 

verbal prompting technique was used. The level of change whhin B for the physical 

prompting technique was 0% (from 60% to 60%), while the level of change when the 

verbal prompting technique was used was 20% (from 20% to 0%) and contratherapeutic. 

When the physical prompting technique was used, 11.1% of the data points overlapped 

with baseline data, while 55.6% of the data points when the verbal prompting technique 

was used overlapped with baseline data. Given the increasing-therapeutic level change, 

the low percentage of overlapping data points whh baseline data, and the accelerating-

improving trend when the physical prompting technique was used, the verbal prompting 

technique was discontinued after session 18. 

A 20% therapeutic change in level (from 60% to 80%) occurred when the 

physical prompting technique was introduced in B'. However, a slightly decelerating-

contratherapeutic trend resulted as the study progressed. A 10% contratherapeutic 

change (from 80% to 70%) within B' was evident. The data point on session 21 appeared 

to be affected by the subject's three-day long weekend. However, the data in B' were still 

higher than data from the verbal prompting technique in B. When the subject's 

performance level started to increase in session 22, the maintenance phase started 

(session 23). 
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Maintenance probes illustrated that a slight decrease occurred between the B' and 

Maintenance phases; however, an increasing-therapeutic trend was subsequently 

observed. The subject's abilhy to perform the target behavior was stable at 70%. 

Setting 2 

Baseline probes displayed at or near 0% in Setting 2 while the intervention was 

underway in Setting 1. A stable, near-zero level trend occurred in baseline which 

demonstrated that the subject was unable to perform the target behavior well prior to the 

introduction of the intervention. A 60% therapeutic change (from 10% to 70%) in level 

occurred when the physical prompting technique was introduced in B'. This was 

indicative of a powerfiil intervention. Addhionally, 0% of the data points in B' 

overlapped whh baseline data. The physical prompting technique resuhed in an 

accelerating-therapeutic trend in the number of visual-motor responses the subject 

displayed. The level of change whhin B* for the physical prompting technique was 10% 

(from 90% to 100%) which indicated a therapeutic change. Given the increasing-

therapeutic trend in B' over five consecutive days, the Maintenance phase was introduced 

on session 28. Maintenance data indicated that a high level of performance stabilized at 

the 80 - 90% level. The subject's performance when the physical prompting technique 

was used in Setting 2 was better and more consistent than in Setting 1 

Subject 3 

The data presented in Figure 3 show a poshive change in the display of visual-

motor responses by Subject 3 in Settings 1 and 2 with the introduction of the verbal 
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prompting technique. That is, a greater intervention effect occurred when the verbal 

prompting technique was used as compared to the physical prompting technique. 

Setting 1 

Subject 3 displayed a stable, low trend in baseline for three consecutive days 

which indicated that the subject was unable to display the target behavior very well prior 

to the introduction of the intervention. Two interventions were introduced on session 4 

(B): a physical prompt and a verbal prompt (starting whh the physical prompt). 

The level of change between A and B for the physical prompting technique was 

60% (from 0% to 60%) which indicated an immediate, increasing-therapeutic change. 

The level of change between A and B for the verbal prompting technique was 40% (from 

0% to 40%) which also indicated an immediate, increasing-therapeutic change. During 

the intervention phase, 0% of the data points obtained for both intervention techniques 

overlapped whh baseline data. Data were not collected on session 5 due to illness. 

On session 6, data points from the two interventions crossed. That is, the subject 

performed better with the verbal prompt (60%) than with the physical prompt (40%). An 

accelerating-improving trend in the number of visual-motor responses occurred when the 

verbal prompt was used, while a decaying-contratherapeutic trend was observed when the 

physical prompt was used. Subject 3 reached ceiling level on sessions 7 and 8. The level 

of change whhin B for the verbal prompting technique was 40% (from 40% to 80%) 

which indicated a therapeutic change. However, the level of change whhin B for the 

physical prompting technique was 40% (from 60% to 20%) and indicated a 

contratherapeutic change. Given the increasing-therapeutic level change, the low 
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percentage of overiapping data points whh baseline data, the accelerating-improving 

trend, and the therapeutic level change whhin B when the verbal prompting technique 

was used, the physical prompting technique was discontinued after session 9. 

An accelerating-improving trend was observed in B' as the subject responded with 

80 - 100% accuracy when the verbal prompt was used. A 0% change in level occurred 

from the B to the B' phase when the verbal prompting technique was used. The level of 

change whhin B' was 20% (from 80% to 100%) which indicated a therapeutic change. 

Since the subject's performance was at or near ceiling, the maintenance phase was 

introduced. The therapeutic trend seen in B* continued into the maintenance phase where 

probes were maintained at 90 - 100%. Data were not collected on session 15 because the 

subject was ill. 

Setting 2 

Baseline probes displayed a slightly accelerating-therapeutic trend while the 

intervention was underway in Setting 1; consequently, experimental control was affected. 

The introduction of the verbal prompting technique resuhed in a 70% therapeutic change 

in level (from 20% to 90%). This was indicative of the powerfiil effects of the 

intervention. The level of change within B' for the physical prompting technique was 

10% (from 90% to 100%) which indicated a therapeutic change. The intervention was 

introduced during session 16 because the subject was absent on session 15 due to illness. 

A high-level, increasing-therapeutic trend in the target behavior resuhed in B' when the 

verbal prompting technique was used. Addhionally, 0% of the data points in B' 

overiapped whh baseline data. Ceiling level was reached in session 17. Given the high 
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level of performance by the subject, the maintenance phase was introduced on session 20. 

Maintenance probes resulted in 90 -100% accuracy in visual-motor responses whh the 

verbal prompt. 

Subject 4 

The data presented in Figure 4 show a poshive change in the display of visual-

motor responses by Subject 4 in Settings 1 and 2 with the introduction of the physical 

prompting technique. That is, a greater intervention effect occurred when the physical 

prompting technique was used as compared to the verbal prompting technique. 

Setting 1 

Subject 4 displayed a stable, low trend in baseline (A) for three consecutive 

sessions which indicated that the subject was unable to display the target behavior very 

well prior to the introduction of the intervention. Two interventions were introduced on 

session 4 (B): a physical prompt and a verbal prompt (starting whh the verbal prompt). 

The level of change between A and B was 50% (from 10% to 60%) for the verbal 

prompting technique which indicated an immediate therapeutic change. A 10% 

contratherapeutic change in level (from 10% to 0%) between A and B resulted when the 

physical prompting technique was used. When the verbal prompting technique was used, 

42.9% of the data points overiapped whh baseline data, while only 14.3% of the data 

points overlapped when the physical prompting technique was used. 

The physical prompting technique resuhed in an accelerating-improving trend in 

the number of visual-motor responses displayed by the subject. The verbal prompting 
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technique also resulted in an accelerating-improving trend; however, ceiling level was not 

reached when this technique was used. The level of change whhin B for the physical 

prompting technique was 100% (from 0% to 100%) which indicated a strong, therapeutic 

change. The level of change whhin B for the verbal prompting technique was 0% (from 

60% to 60%) which indicated no change at all. Given the accelerating-improving trend, 

the low percentage of overlapping data points with baseline data, and the dramatic level 

of change within B when the physical prompting technique was used, the verbal 

prompting technique was discontinued after session 10. 

A high-level, accelerating-therapeutic trend resuhed in B' with three of the five 

data points reaching ceiling level. The level of change within B' was 10% (from 90% to 

100%) which indicated a therapeutic change. Given the high level of performance for 

five consecutive days in B', the maintenance phase of the study was introduced in session 

16. Maintenance probes remained stable at the 100% level. 

Setting 2 

Baseline probes were at 0% and indicated that the subject was unable to perform 

the target behavior at home. The introduction of the physical prompting technique in B' 

resuhed in a 100% therapeutic change in level (from 0% to 100%) which demonstrated 

an immediate and powerful intervention effect. A ceiling-level, therapeutic trend was 

maintained throughout B'. None of the data points in B' overiapped with baseline data. 

After four consecutive days at 100%, the maintenance phase of the study was introduced 

on session 17. A ceiling-level therapeutic trend was also obtained during the 

maintenance phase. 
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Reliability 

Very high levels of interobserver agreement and procedural agreement were 

obtained in this study. Interobserver agreement was obtained by using the point-by-point 

method and interobserver reliabilhy checks were made on 25 - 30% of the total sessions 

in Settings 1 and 2 for each subject. Procedural agreement was calculated by using event 

recording and procedural reliability checks were made on 25 - 50% of the total sessions 

in Settings 1 and 2 for each subject. Table I provides descriptive statistics for 

interobserver and procedural agreement for each subject across two settings. 

Table 1: Interobserver and Procedural Agreement for Four Subjects in Settings 1 and 2. 

Subject 

Settings 

School Home 

I 
2 
3 
4 

Interobserver Agreement 

95% over 26.3% of sessions 
98% over 25% of sessions 
100% over 25% of sessions 
100% over 29.4% of sessions 

100% over 25% of sessions 
97.5% over 28.6% of sessions 
100% over 30.8% of sessions 
100% over 27.8% of sessions 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Procedural Agreement 

98% over 25% of sessions 
99% over 29.4% of sessions 
94.5% over 30.8% of sessions 
99% over 35.7% of sessions 

97.3% over 48.2% of sessions 
95.5% over 28.6% of sessions 
100% over 42.9% of sessions 
98% over 50% of sessions 
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Internal Validhy 

Internal validhy is defined as the degree to which the intervention is responsible 

for the change in the target behavior (Tawney & Gast, 1984). This can also be referred to 

as experimental control (Tawney & Gast, 1984). Experimental control in an ahemating 

treatments design is demonstrated when the level of responses varies between the 

interventions. In addition, internal validhy is demonstrated when the introduction of an 

intervention is accompanied by a change in level and trend of the dependent variable 

(Tawney & Gast, 1984). In this study, the data indicated that a high level of internal 

validity was obtained. 

Subject 1 

Experimental control was demonstrated with Subject I in several ways. First, in 

Setting 1, the level change from baseline to the introduction of the successfiil prompting 

technique (verbal) increased. Second, the trend line in A was stable, while the trend line 

in B for the verbal prompting technique was ascending. Third, the level of target 

behavior responses is higher for the verbal prompting technique as compared to the 

physical prompting technique. Fourth, the trend line for the verbal prompting technique 

was ascending while the trend line for the physical prompting technique was descending. 

Fifth, the high level of the verbal prompting technique was maintained throughout the B' 

phase and the maintenance phase. Sixth, low baseline probes in Setting 2 were 

maintained at the same time that a high level of responses in the target behavior occurred 

in Setting 1. Seventh, in Setting 2, the level change from baseline to the introduction of 
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the verbal prompting technique increased significantly. Finally, the trend line in A was 

stable, while the trend line in B' was ascending. 

Given these eight factors, it can be stated that the increase in the dependent 

variable was due to the verbal prompting technique. A high degree of experimental 

control was demonstrated with Subject I. 

Subject 2 

Experimental control was demonstrated with Subject 2 in several ways. First, in 

Setting 1, the level change from baseline to the introduction of the successful prompting 

technique (physical) increased. Second, the trend line in A was stable, while the trend 

line in B for the physical prompting technique was ascending. Third, the level of target 

behavior responses is higher for the physical prompting technique as compared to the 

verbal prompting technique. Fourth, the trend line for the physical prompting technique 

was ascending while the trend line for the verbal prompting technique was low and 

stable. Fifth, low baseline probes in Setting 2 were maintained at the same time that a 

high level of responses in the target behavior occurred in Setting I. Sixth, in Setting 2, 

the level change from baseline to the introduction of the physical prompting technique 

increased significantly. Finally, the trend line in A was stable, while the trend line in B' 

was ascending. 

It can be stated that the increase in the dependent variable was due to the 

intervention and that a high degree of experimental control was demonstrated with 

Subject 2. Although there was a descending trend line in Setting 1 during the B' phase. 
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there was an ascending trend line in Setting 2 during the B' phase, thereby demonstrating 

a degree of experimental control. 

Subject 3 

Experimental control was demonstrated with Subject 3 in several ways. First, in 

Setting 1, the level change from baseline to the introduction of the successful prompting 

technique (verbal) increased. Second, the trend line in A was stable, while the trend line 

in B for the verbal prompting technique was ascending. Third, the level of target 

behavior responses is higher for the verbal prompting technique as compared to the 

physical prompting technique. Fourth, the trend line for the verbal prompting technique 

was ascending while the trend line for the physical prompting technique was descending. 

Fifth, the high level of the verbal prompting technique was maintained throughout the B' 

phase and the maintenance phase. Sixth, in Setting 2, the level change from baseline to 

the introduction of the verbal prompting technique increased significantly. Finally, the 

trend line remained at or near ceiling over the B' and maintenance phases. 

It can be stated that the increase in the dependent variable was due to the 

intervention and that a high degree of experimental control was demonstrated with 

Subject 3. Although there was an ascending trend line in Setting 2 during the baseline 

phase which suggests that experimental control was negatively affected, there was a 

significant increase in trend level once the intervention was introduced in the B' phase. 

Given the overall strength of the resuhs, the general level of experimental control was not 

severely affected. 
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Subject 4 

Experimental control was demonstrated with Subject 4 in several ways. First, in 

Setting 1, the level change from baseline to the introduction of the successfiil prompting 

technique (physical) increased. Second, the trend line in A was stable, while the trend 

line in B for the physical prompting technique was ascending. Thhd, the level of target 

behavior responses is higher for the physical prompting technique as compared to the 

verbal prompting technique. Fourth, although the trend lines for both prompting 

techniques were ascending, the slope of the trend line was much steeper for the physical 

prompting technique as compared to the verbal prompting technique. Fifth, the high 

level of the physical prompting technique was maintained throughout the B' phase and 

the maintenance phase. Sixth, low baseline probes in Setting 2 were maintained at the 

same time that a high level of responses in the target behavior occurred in Setting I. 

Seventh, in Setting 2, the level change from baseline to the introduction of the verbal 

prompting technique increased significantly. Finally, the trend line remained at ceiling 

level over the B' and maintenance phases. 

It can be stated that the increase in the dependent variable was due to the 

intervention and that a high degree of experimental control was demonstrated whh 

Subject 4. 

Threats to Internal Validhv 

According to Tawney and Gast (1984), maturation and history are two of the most 

common threats to internal validhy in single-subject research. However, the ahemating 

treatments design reduces these threats by alternating the interventions rapidly (Tawney 
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& Gast, 1984). The study moves quickly over a relatively short period of time, thus 

reducing the possible effects of physical growth and fatigue during the testing sessions. 

Although Tawney and Gast (1984) state that baseline data are not necessary in an 

ahemating treatments design, the inclusion of a baseline phase in Setting 2 in this study 

helped to reduce the threat of maturation and history on intemal validhy. The inclusion 

of baseline probes in Setting 2 controlled for these effects by showing that the subjects' 

improvement in visual-motor responses in Setting 1 was not accompanied by a 

concurrent improvement in Setting 2. However, there was a slightly increasing trend in 

baseline probes for Subject 3 in Setting 2 which affected experimental control, but may 

have also demonstrated generalization of the target behavior. 

Alternating treatments from session-to-session also reduced sequencing effects 

because neither intervention was consistently introduced first. As a result, an order effect 

was evident for Subject 1 in Setting 1. If the verbal prompting technique was 

administered first in each session, the subject may have had better results with the 

physical prompting technique. The effect of the physical prompting technique on the 

target behavior would have been caused not by the technique, but rather, the order in 

which the prompts were presented. 

Instmmentation was another possible threat to intemal validhy. To address this 

issue, the following were used during the study: standard recording forms, a 

programmable stop watch, trained intervenors and observers, interobserver agreement 

checks, procedural reliabilhy checks, and recalibration of intervenors and observers when 

necessary. The threat of instmmentation was reduced by having the same research 
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assistant act as the observer for Subjects I, 2, and 3. A second research assistant was 

trained to act as the observer for Subject 4. 

Extemal Validitv 

Extemal validhy is demonstrated in an ahemating treatments design when the 

differential effects of the intervention have been "replicated across a different population 

or group of subjects, across different behaviors, and/or across different condhions (e.g., 

investigators, settings, instmctional arrangements)" (Tawney & Gast, 1984, p. 314). In 

this study, extemal validhy was demonstrated by systematic replication of the 

intervention with four subjects. Systematic replication takes into account the variable 

nature of classroom research where very little remains the same from day-to-day 

(Tawney & Gast, 1984). The same primary investigator used the same procedure with 

different (but similar in many ways) subjects and within different (but similar) 

environments. 

Extemal validhy was also demonstrated by the introduction of the successful 

intervention in a second setting (home). All four subjects showed dramatic improvement 

in the target behavior in Setting 2, thereby demonstrating that they were able to 

generalize the skill to a different setting. This suggests that subjects may be able to 

transfer the skill to other settings. Addhionally, subjects were able to generalize their 

skills to a different time of day. 

Subjects were also able to respond to different intervenors within Setting 2, 

fijrther demonstrating extemal validhy. This achievement was quhe important because it 
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suggests that, given the same procedures, these subjects may be able to respond to other 

individuals. 

Summary 

All four subjects demonstrated an improvement in their abilhy to perform a 

visual-motor response when the presentation of a functional object was administered in a 

systematic manner. A physical prompting technique was compared whh a verbal 

prompting technique in two settings: school and home. Subjects 1 and 3 displayed better 

visual-motor responses when the verbal prompting technique was used, while Subjects 2 

and 4 performed better when the physical prompting technique was used. A high level of 

interobserver and procedural agreement was obtained which indicated that the study 

maintained a high degree of experimental control. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

This research project addressed one major question: Can adolescents with CVI 

learn to exhibh a visual-motor response to a functional object when they are 

systematically exposed to a physical and a verbal prompting technique that has been 

developed specifically to meet theh visual needs and individual circumstances? A single-

subject altemating treatments design was used to address this question. This study 

consisted of three phases: baseline, intervention (divided into two sub-phases), and 

maintenance. The occurrence or non-occurrence of a visual-motor response after the 

administration of the intervention was recorded each day in the subjects' schools and 

homes during the baseline and intervention phases, and periodically during the 

maintenance phase. Interobserver and procedural agreement percentages were calculated 

for a minimum of 25% of the total sessions in both settings. 

As expected, all four subjects demonstrated improvement in their ability to 

perform a visual-motor response when the presentation of a fijnctional object was 

conducted in a systematic, consistent manner that incorporated ehher a physical or verbal 

prompt. When compared, the effectiveness of the physical and verbal prompting 

techniques varied for each subject. Subjects 1 and 3 displayed better visual-motor 

responses to a fiinctional object when the verbal prompting technique was used, while 

Subjects 2 and 4 displayed better visual-motor responses to a fiinctional object when the 

physical prompting technique was used. Subjects I, 3, and 4 showed dramatic 

improvement in visual-motor responses in both the school and in the home; however, 
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Subject 2 did not show as dramatic an improvement in his visual-motor responses in 

school as he did in his home. 

Discussion of Resuhs 

The resuhs of this study showed that adolescents whh CVI can learn how to see a 

functional object and then respond to it motorically when the environment and task are 

designed to meet the unique visual needs of individuals with CVI. Further, the resuhs of 

this study lend support to the work conducted by Jan and Groenveld (1993) regarding the 

unique characteristics of CVI. That is, Jan and Groenveld (1993) postulated that certain 

colors (e.g., red and blue) are easier for a child with CVI to see and that the visual 

complexhy of the environment influences how well a child whh CVI can see. Other 

factors such as the familiarity and functionality of an object, the closeness of an object, 

and the movement of an object also influence how well a child with CVI is able to see the 

object. This project provided a good example of how Jan and Groenveld's characteristics 

of CVI could be applied in a natural testing situation. 

The fact that this study was successfiil also implies that the characteristics of CVI 

as determined by Jan and Groenveld (1993) are likely to be tme. h is probable that if this 

study were conducted without taking into consideration factors such as color, familiarity, 

fiinctionalhy, and movement of objects, the resuhs would not have been as great. That is, 

given what is known in the field of visual impairment regarding the nature of CVI, these 

factors may have been considered "extraneous" variables (i.e., variables that influence the 

success of an intervention). Students with CVI need to be exposed to familiar items over 

and over again in order for their brains to understand what they are looking at. Testing an 
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individual whh CVI using an object that he/she is unfamiliar with will not work because 

the individual likely cannot see the object. How, then, can one test a visual-motor 

response? The researcher must feel confident that the subject can see the object before a 

visual-motor response can be examined. 

This research also demonstrated that improving a visual-motor response whh 

adolescents who have CVI can be administered effectively in a functional setting. Goetz 

and Gee (1987a) promote the integration of naturally occurring cues, consequences, and 

contexts into instmctional procedures to teach students with visual and multiple 

disabihties how to use their vision. Since students whh CVI tend to respond better to 

functional objects that are grounded in functional, age-appropriate shuations, it seemed 

reasonable to conclude that a functional life skills approach would be an appropriate 

paradigm in which to conduct this study. 

Visual-motor responses were tested at a time of day when the skill would have 

meaning and would be naturally reinforced. Stimulus objects were hems that the subjects 

had been exposed to for more than a year and that individuals working whh the subjects 

feh could be seen by the subjects. Subjects did not experience any significant changes in 

their routines or environments as a resuh of this study. Teaching a visual-motor skill in 

isolation and out of context seemed inappropriate, given the nature of the subjects being 

tested. This research supports the stand that students with visual and multiple disabilities 

are able to improve their visual skills when activhies are grounded in fiinctional life skills 

(Goetz and Gee, 1987a). 

Finally, this study replicated the findings of Fartenkopf et al. (1997) and provides 

fiirther support for the use of their methodology to improve a visual-motor response with 
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adolescents who have CVI. Like the subject in Fan-enkopf et al., the subjects in this 

study had CVI, were within the same age-range, had similar cognitive abihties and 

physical disabihties, and had approximately the same level of visual fiinctioning. The 

design and methodology used by Farrenkopf et al. (1997) were also used in the present 

study to demonstrate that subjects had the ability to improve theh visual-motor skills 

when a systematic prompting procedure was implemented in a functional setting. 

The use of an ahemating treatments design allowed the researchers to compare 

the effectiveness of the two prompting techniques to determine which would produce a 

better and more consistent visual-motor response to the stimulus object (Farrenkopf et al., 

1997). In the study conducted by Farrenkopf et al. (1997), the physical prompt produced 

better visual-motor responses in the subject's ability to look at and then inhiate a motion 

toward her cup. The verbal prompt resuhed in only sporadic attempts to look at the 

subject's cup. In the present study, two subjects responded better to the verbal prompting 

technique, and two subjects responded better to the physical prompting technique. 

When comparing the results between the two studies, it is clear that the 

comparison of the prompting techniques is an important one to make. That is, although 

the methodology (in both cases) was designed to accommodate the visual and learning 

needs of students who have CVI, physical prompts did not necessarily encourage better 

visual-motor responses than did verbal prompts: the two techniques must be compared in 

order to determine which works best for the individual subject. This research should not 

be interpreted as espousing the effectiveness of one particular type of prompting 

technique for all students who have CVI. Desphe the similarity of the subjects to one 

another, h cannot be expected that these subjects will all respond to the same stimulus 
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object, in the same way, and with the same prompting technique. In the current research, 

as well as in the Farrenkopf et al. (1997) study, h was the inteTwention procedure that had 

the greatest effect on increasing the target behavior. It was the consistent and systematic 

administration of the prompting techniques which were designed whh the characteristics 

of CVI in mind that enabled the subjects to respond to the technique that suhed them 

best. 

Subject 1 

In the present study, the resuhs for Subject 1 were quhe dramatic. Subject 1 

demonstrated better visual-motor responses when the verbal prompting technique was 

used while the physical prompting technique resulted in more sporadic results. In fact, an 

order effect was noted. Whenever the physical prompting technique occurred first, the 

subject performed pooriy whh both types of prompts. However, when the verbal prompt 

occun-ed first, she performed the target behavior more frequently whh both prompts than 

when the physical prompt occurred first. 

Since this subject was the only one of the four subjects that had expressive 

language (albeh limited), h may be that she preferted verbal interaction whh others more 

than she liked being touched by others. Subject I was described by her family and 

teachers as a very social individual-she often smiled at people when they spoke to her, 

laughed heartily, and yelled out the occasional word. Subject 1 seemed to enjoy being 

around people and interacting with them. Consequently, the success of the verbal prompt 

made sense in the context of her personality and language abihties. Whenever the 

physical prompting technique was used, no verbal interaction occurted with the subject. 
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Since she was considered to be a social individual, she may not have been as receptive to 

the intervenor when there was not any conversation. In fact. Subject 1 spoke out at least 

once each session that the physical prompt was administered, h may be that the subject 

was actually trying to initiate verbal interaction during this time. 

During the course of the intervention in Setting 1, Subject 1 started to perform the 

target behavior before the intervenor had a chance to give the verbal prompt, which 

demonstrated a degree of generalization. This also meant that the subject had seen the 

object as h passed across her visual fields, recognized h as her silver spoon, and 

understood what she was supposed to do (i.e., open her mouth). The primary investigator 

viewed this as being a positive and significant step forward for the subject. It indicated 

that she had met and moved beyond the immediate expectations of the study. She was 

able to perform the target behavior whhout the verbal prompt, which meant that her 

visual cortex perceived what her eyes saw. The subject also performed the target 

behavior several times at home before the verbal prompt was given by her mother. By 

the end of the intervention phase at home, the subject consistently opened her mouth 

before the verbal prompt was given. 

Subject 1 also demonstrated, by the end of the study, that she was able to track 

visually the spoon at distances up to 3 feet. Given that the subject was unable to track the 

spoon at distances beyond 15 inches prior to the study, this was seen as a tremendous 

improvement. The repeated exposure to and experience whh the spoon over the course 

of the study may have enabled her visual cortex to perceive the spoon at greater 

distances. The addhional benefits of this study for Subject 1 may be such that her overall 

visual efficiency skills improved as well. 
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Since the primary investigator acted as the intervenor for Subject 1 in Setting 1, 

the question of intervenor bias was addressed by having the procedural reliabilhy 

checked on 25% of the sessions. Procedural agreement was 98%, thereby demonstrating 

that the primary investigator did not influence the intervention procedure. 

Subject 2 

For Subject 2, the physical prompting technique resuhed in better visual-motor 

responses than did the verbal prompting technique. However, the results did not appear 

to be as significant at school as they were at home. One explanation for this may be the 

number of absences that occurred over the course of the study. Subject 2 was sick quite 

often during the first two weeks of the study. Since intervention data was scheduled to be 

collected daily at school at this time and only baseline probes occurred at home, the 

effects of the intervention were affected by his absences. According to his father. Subject 

2 was generally less responsive to his environment when he was not feeling well. For 

example. Subject 2 would sleep a lot, he would not eat or drink, and he would not use his 

vision as much when he was ill. Changes in the subject's behavior were detected by the 

classroom assistant as eariy as Session 3, at which time she commented that he was 

probably not feeling well. As h tumed out, the subject was absent from school two days 

later. 

Also, during the course of the intervention in Setting I, two long weekends 

occun-ed (one four days in length, and the other three days in length). This, combined 

whh the subject's absence due to illness, affected the continuhy of the study. The 

number of days away from school may have influenced how well the subject responded 
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to both types of prompts during the first two weeks of the study. The primary 

investigator continued the intervention phase for another week in order to determine 

which prompting technique worked best. By session 18, a significant difference between 

the two interventions was obtained and the verbal prompting technique was discontinued. 

It appeared that the physical prompting technique was the correct choice; 

however, on session 21, the subject's performance of the target behavior dropped again. 

The drop in the subject's performance may have been the resuh of being off on a long 

weekend again, or, it may have been because the subject was tired (he fell asleep during 

the intervention session). When the subject woke up 20 minutes later to finish his meal, 

he may still have been too tired to participate to his fullest abilhy. The next day, the 

subject's performance improved once again, thus suggesting a retum to the high level of 

response to the physical prompting technique. 

The physical prompting technique may have been more successful than the verbal 

prompting technique whh Subject 2 because the physical prompt was a behavior that the 

subject may have already associated whh eating and drinking. That is, prior to the study, 

the technique of mbbing under the subject's chin was a technique that the subject's father 

and classroom assistant used whh the subject. At no other time did the subject receive a 

mb under the chin. As a resuh, the subject may have leamed to associate a mb under his 

chin whh eating and drinking. Thus, a mb under the chin may have been more 

meaningful to him than a verbal prompt. 

The subject's performance in his home once the physical prompting technique 

was introduced, showed a dramatic increase in the target behavior. One explanation for 

the difference in performance between home and school may be that Subject 2 appeared 
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to be much more comfortable and alert at home than at school. According to the 

subject's father, the temperature of the environment in which his son ate influenced how 

alert he would remain. His father stated that a room temperature of 70 °F was best for 

Subject 2. Although a portable heater was purchased to keep the subject's workroom at 

school warm, it was not as warm as the subject's house. This may have affected the 

subject's level of comfort within the testing environment. 

Also, Subject 2 generally appeared to be more relaxed at home than at school. 

The level of stress associated whh the subject's school day (e.g., moving from class-to-

class; loud, bustling hallways; bright lights etc.) may have influenced how well he 

responded to the intervention at school. Being in an environment that he felt more at ease 

may have enabled Subject 2 to respond to the best of his abilhy. 

Finally, Subject 2 may eat and drink better with his father (the intervenor in 

Setting 2) because the relationship they have is stronger than that with the intervenors in 

his school. Even though Subject 2 had worked with both of his classroom assistants for 

over two years, his relationship with them may not have been as strong as was assumed 

by the primary investigator, and therefore, his response to them was not as positive. 

Subject 2 was able to demonstrate the target behavior before the physical prompt 

was given only twice during the intervention phase at home and not at all in school. 

Although this demonstrated that Subject 2 was beginning to demonstrate increased visual 

efficiency (i.e., performing the target behavior without a physical prompt), his 

performance was not as consistent as was Subject 1 's performance. 
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One criticism that can be made regarding the research procedure for Subject 2 

was that another data point should have been collected after session 22 to establish a 

clearer therapeutic trend. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, this was not possible. 

Subject 3 

For Subject 3, the verbal prompting technique resulted in better visual-motor 

responses than did the physical prompting technique. Like Subject 1, Subject 3 was 

considered to be a social individual who liked to be around other people. She would 

often vocalize when people spoke to her and she would tum her head to look at other 

people talking among themselves. Consequently, h may be that the verbal prompting 

technique worked better than the physical prompting technique because it gave her the 

opportunity to engage in a self-reinforcing behavior. It may also be that the physical 

prompting technique was not meaningful enough to Subject 3 within the context of 

eating. That is, the classroom assistant and group home staff often placed a hand on her 

head as a cue to her that h was time for her to pay attention. As a resuh, the physical 

prompt may not have provided enough tactual information for the prompt to be effective. 

The subject's classroom teacher and assistant (the intervenor) stated that they 

spent a lot of time talking to Subject 3 because they believed she understood most of 

what they said and because they believed she liked the interaction. This may, in fact, be 

tme in the case of Subject 3 because she responded so well to the verbal prompting 

technique. 

In her home, the group home staff did not appear to be as consistent with their 

verbal interaction whh the subject (as observed by the primary investigator during non-
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testing vishs) as the staff at school were, ft may be that the subject's high scores in her 

home were the resuh of receiving more verbal interaction during dinnertime when the 

intervention was underway. 

Finally, h became apparent as the intervention was underway in Setting 1 that 

Subject 3 was generalizing what she had leamed to her home. Although the increasing 

baseline trend had a negative impact on the experimental control of the intervention on 

the target behavior whh Subject 3, h indicated that the subject was leaming from the 

intervention in school and applying h in her home. 

Subject 3 also started to demonstrate the target behavior before the verbal prompt 

was administered in both settings. Subject 3 would look directly at the cup and 

immediately open her mouth (before the prompt) as the study progressed through the 

intervention phases at school and at home. She often tracked the cup visually as it passed 

through her visual fields and opened her mouth in the process, which demonstrated that 

she saw and understood what she was supposed to do. Subject 3 exceeded the visual 

expectations held by the primary investigator by the end of the study. 

Subject 4 

For Subject 4, the physical prompting technique and the verbal prompting 

technique both produced increases in the subject's abilhy to perform a visual-motor 

response. However, the physical prompting technique resuhed in a higher, more 

consistent level of visual-motor responses than did the verbal prompting technique. In 

fact. Subject 4 perfonned at or near perfectly in the school and home during the study. 
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The subject also maintained her high performance level during the maintenance phases in 

each setting. 

h is difficuh to ascertain why Subject 4 perfonned better with the physical 

prompting technique, because her teachers also considered her to be an individual who 

enjoyed social interaction. However, Subject 4 rarely made any sounds when interacting 

whh people. She enjoyed reaching out and touching things and especially enjoyed hugs 

from her mother and teachers. Subject 4 would smile and move from side-to-side 

whenever her mother or teachers hugged her. Perhaps the physical contact with the 

intervenors was important to Subject 4, thereby accounting for the better responses when 

physical prompts were used. 

Finally, Subject 4 was able to demonstrate the target behavior before the physical 

prompt was administered by her mother. That is, as soon as the cup passed through the 

subject's visual fields, she started to move her hand toward the cup. By the end of the 

study, she did not need the physical prompt in order for her to look at and then move 

toward her cup. Addhionally, the primary investigator noted that Subject 4 attempted to 

reach for her cup when h was placed on the table approximately 5 feet away from her. 

Subject 4 was able to maintain eye contact with the cup as she stretched out her arm to 

reach for it—this was something the subject could not do prior to the study. The subject 

was also able to track the cup visually as her mother walked past her whh the cup on the 

way to the sink. Subject 4 demonstrated that after the introduction of the intervention, 

she was able to perform whh a higher degree of visual efficiency than before the study 

began. 
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Practical Applications 

The resuhs of this study have several practical applications for individuals 

working in the field of visual impairment. First, they demonstrate that h is possible for 

students with CVI to increase their visual-motor responses to visual stimuli. Just because 

a student v t̂h CVI behaves as if he or she is blind does not mean that he/she cannot learn 

to see. Also, teachers of students who are visually impaired should not assume that those 

students with CVI who can see some things cannot increase their ability to see other 

things or display higher-level visual efficiency skills (i.e., visual-motor skills, visual 

discrimination skills). This study may encourage those in the field of visual impairment 

to take a second look at individuals who have CVI and design a program that meets their 

visual needs. 

Additionally, this research illustrates how successful vision programming can be 

when the vision specialist works whh the child in his or her home. In fact, this research 

makes a strong case for the practice of working whh children in the home and the school. 

Involving the parents in the child's visual programming has the potential to promote 

visual improvement in ways yet to be determined. 

Second, the methodology was designed to be used by teachers of students who are 

visually impaired and by other vision specialists. The methodology is easily adapted for 

use in the school, home, and communhy and daily routines can be utilized for the 

purposes of increasing visual skills. The integration of the behavioral and visual 

characteristics associated with CVI into a systematic, fiinctional research paradigm can 

be implemented easily by vision specialists. 
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Third, the methods used in single subject research design are similar to those used 

in behavior analysis. That is, many special educators use behavior analysis techniques to 

teach and manage student behavior. Many vision specialists (including classroom 

assistants who work with the student who is visually impaired) are also familiar whh this 

technique and the methods used to record student behavior. In fact, many vision 

specialists also engage in diagnostic teaching techniques that require astute observation 

and recording of a student's visual behavior. Once the methodology has been laid out 

for or by the vision specialist, daily recording and interpretation of a student's behavior 

can become part of that student's vision programming. 

Finally, the methods used in single subject research are designed to meet the 

individual needs of each subject. When single subject research is used whh a student, the 

program is monitored on a daily basis. As the student's behavior becomes clear, 

adjustments can be made to the program that meet the needs of that particular student. 

Changes that need to be made to the materials, prompting techniques, testing 

environment etc. can be made quickly. Further, if an intervention does not appear to be 

working, h is easily detected by simply looking at the graphed data. 

Social Validitv 

According to Tawney and Gast (1984), the skills taught in single subject research 

must be socially important and not just convenient for the researcher to study. When 

assessing the social validhy of a study, three levels of social validity must be considered: 

goals, procedures, and effect (Tawney & Gast, 1984). Are the goals of benefit to and 

leghimate for the subject? Are the procedures humane, appropriate to the individual, 
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most efficient and least intmsive to the subject? Finally, will the subject's qualhy of life 

and those who are associated whh him/her be improved by the effects of the intervention'' 

If a change has occurred as a resuh of the intervention, is everyone happy whh the 

change? 

The goal of the present study was to teach adolescents with CVI how to increase 

their abilhy to display a visual-motor response to a functional hem during lunch and 

dinner. All of the subjects were fed by an aduh in a manner that involved the students 

only minimally. That is, subjects typically sat in their wheelchairs and waited for the 

food and drink to come to them. They were unable to inhiate or indicate when and if 

they wanted to eat or drink. When the cup or spoon touched their lips, they would open 

their mouths to receive the food or drink. In this study, subjects were taught how to 

recognize their cup or spoon and then open their mouths before the adult gave them the 

food or drink. This enabled the subjects to influence their feeding shuations because they 

were now able to indicate when they were ready to eat or drink. In a sense, this study 

empowered the subjects such that they could demonstrate some level of control on the 

situation. Since the subjects were unable to display a visual-motor response to any of the 

hems commonly used by them prior the study, the goal was considered to be leghimate 

and for the benefit of the subjects. 

The prompting procedures were consistent whh standard practices in special 

education and were used whh the subjects on a daily basis by their teachers and 

caregivers prior to the study. All of the prompts were minimally intmsive and the 

physical prompts were administered gently. The dignhy of the subjects was respected at 

all times. 
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Finally, the benefits of this study were experienced by not only the subjects, but 

also by those associated with the subjects. The subjects benefited from this study in 

many ways. By leaming how to recognize and respond to a functional hem, they were 

able to demonstrate a level of control over their environments that they could not display 

prior to the study. Meahime is generally a social time for families; however, when an 

individual is non-verbal and visually impaired, h is difficuh for him/her to get involved in 

the interaction. After this study, subjects were clearly involved in the interaction. The 

subjects that responded best with the verbal prompts tended to vocalize more during their 

meals as the study progressed and caregivers tended to respond to these vocalizations by 

continuing to talk with them. Subjects who responded best with the physical prompts 

appeared to be more alert during theh meals and also seemed to enjoy the physical 

contact and closeness of the person feeding them. 

Subjects also learned a valuable skill as a resuh of this study—they learned how 

to eat or drink a little more independently than before the study. All of the subjects were 

dependent on others to help with basic personal care and daily living needs. However, 

after the study, subjects were able to demonstrate that they were able to perfonn a higher 

level eating or drinking skill than was previously demonstrated. Given the appropriate 

condhions and programming, students should be able to build on this accomplishment to 

increase their independence even further. 

The level of confidence displayed by the subjects during their meals also seemed 

to be higher by the end of the study. Students generally sat straighter and seemed to get 

into the meal routine faster. It may be that the predictability of the routine used in the 
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study enabled the subjects to concentrate on eating rather than on trying to figure out 

what was going to happen next. 

An obvious change in the attitudes of individuals associated whh the subjects was 

evident at the end of the study. That is, during follow-up, informal conversations, parents 

and guardians commented on the positive changes they perceived in their children. All of 

the parents/guardians feh that his or her child performed in a way that surprised them. 

They stated that, prior to the study, they felt that their children were too visually impaired 

and too disabled to be able to see anything as small as a cup or spoon. For example. 

Subject I's mother was thrilled with her daughter's accomplishment and stated that she 

always hoped her daughter was capable of more than what previous vision teachers had 

told her. 

For Subject 2, there was finally proof that he could see and that he had some level 

of understanding about his environment. In his case, there was a great deal of negativity 

by some of the educators in his school toward the fact that he was integrated in the 

regular grade 11 program. When Subject 2 demonstrated his new skill for these 

individuals, they were dumbfounded. Subject 2's father continues to advocate for his son 

and for his integration in the regular stream. He was very pleased whh his son's 

performance and has since continued to use the procedure at home whh other fiinctional 

objects (i.e., yellow plate, red spoon). 

The classroom assistant for Subject 3 seemed to experience the greatest change in 

attitude. At the end of the study, she stated that, although she always talked to the subject 

while she fed her, she never really thought that the subject understood her. When Subject 

3 displayed her first, clear and obvious visual-motor response during the study, the 
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assistant got tears in her eyes. She stated that for the first time, she saw what Subject 3 

was capable of After the session, the assistant elaborated on her feelings whh the 

primary investigator. She expressed a great deal of son-ow and guih over her past 

behavior toward the subject. She feh as if she had wasted a lot of valuable teaching time 

whh the subject because she assumed that she did not really understand what was 

happening around her. 

The intervenors for Subject 3 in her group home displayed a different change in 

attitudes. Initially, several staff members were skeptical of the study. As the study 

progressed, some claimed that there did not appear to be any real change in her behavior. 

However, by the end of the study, the staff seemed to be pleased with her 

accomplishment. It may be that the staff inhially feh threatened by the procedure 

because it differed from the approach they used whh her. They had developed a 

communication program that involved the use of functional objects and pictures that the 

subject used to communicate her choices. They did not seem to understand that the intent 

of the research was to encourage Subject 3 to perform a visual-motor action and not to 

change her communication program. The study focused on developing the subject's 

vision, while the communication program focused on an entirely different set of skills. 

In the case of Subject 4, h seemed as if her teachers were surprised by how much 

she could see. Both of her teachers stated that they would have to "catch themselves" the 

next time they assumed Subject 4 could not participate in an activity because it was '^oo 

visual." In fact. Subject 4's teachers requested the assistance of the primary investigator 

to develop a more appropriate vision program for Subject 4. 
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Overall, subjects were perceived as being more capable individuals by the end of 

the study. Parents, teachers, and classroom assistants stated that the enthe experience 

was a poshive one for them as well as for the subjects. Addhionally, all of the parents 

stated that they feh more comfortable feeding theh children in public areas and 

restaurants because they "looked more normal" when they looked at what they were 

doing and opened their mouths independently. 

Limhations of the Study 

In single subject research, intemal validhy is always a concern. This study 

demonstrated a high level of experimental control: a second setting was included in the 

design to ensure that changes in the subjects' behavior were the resuh of the intervention 

and not outside influences; and, baseline data were collected even though an altemating 

treatments design does not require this phase. Desphe the fact that this study attempted 

to control for potential extraneous variables, they cannot be controlled completely when 

research is conducted in natural settings (as opposed to laboratories). Addhionally, in 

single subject research, data are analyzed by visually interpreting graphs—a method 

which, undoubtedly, is not as precise as statistical analyses conducted in quanthative 

research. 

Extemal validhy is another area of concern in single subject research because, 

unlike quantitative research, the resuhs cannot be generalized to a population. However, 

h is not the intent of single subject research design to obtain results that can be 

generalized from a sample to a population. Rather, single subject research design allows 

one to evaluate, on an ongoing basis, the results of an intervention for individual subjects 
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To obtain generalizability, the researcher must replicate a design over many individuals 

before one can even suggest that an intervention may work for all subjects of a particular 

population. In this study, only four subjects were tested and therefore, one cannot state 

that the resuhs apply to all adolescents with CVI who have similar characteristics to those 

who participated in this study. Further replication of this study is required before such a 

statement can be made. 

An attempt was made to use the same research assistant for the entire study; 

however, h was not possible because she was too ill to assist with the data collection for 

Subject 4. Even though the same amount and type of training was given to the second 

research assistant as was given to the first research assistant, she did not have as much 

experience whh the testing situation as did the first research assistant. Additionally, 

ahhough the second research assistant was an experienced teacher of students with visual 

impairments, she did not have as much experience as did the first research assistant. 

Finally, long-term effects of the intervention were not measured. Alternating 

treatments designs are typically conducted at a fast pace, and results are usually evident 

after a short period of time. Therefore, h is difficult to determine whether or not subjects 

retained their abilhy to perform a visual-motor response after the maintenance phase of 

the study. Follow-up telephone conversations whh each of the subjects' intervenors in 

the school and home indicated that subjects have maintained their skills six months after 

the study. However, without formal observations of each subject in their schools and 

homes, the primary investigator cannot assume that the intervenors' observations are 

objective. 
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Future Directinng 

Implications for Theory 

Inhially, h was believed that individuals who had CVI were unable to see. Over 

the past few years, a great deal of infomiation has been introduced to the field of visual 

impairment and changed the general understanding of CVI. Jan and Groenveld (1993), 

Good et al. (1994), and Groenveld, Jan, and Leader (1990), to name a few, have been 

responsible for most of the information. Given the resuhs of the present study, it can be 

inferred that the theories about CVI that are espoused by these researchers are accurate. 

As a resuh, one can see how important it is to apply theory to actual practice. To date, no 

other research exists outside of this study, and the study conducted by Fanenkopf et al. 

(1997) that takes into consideration the unique characteristics of CVI. 

Professionals working in the field of visual impairment can no longer assume that 

individuals whh CVI are unable to see, or are unable to recover from CVI. Therefore, the 

future implications for theory in the area of CVI are, such that one's perception of what 

CVI is, must expand with the knowledge base. 

Implications for Future Research 

Any research that includes subjects who have CVI must take into consideration 

the unique visual and behavioral characteristics of CVI. Replication of this study in 

particular, may provide a good starting point for others who wish to examine the effects 

of various interventions whh similar subjects. Different prompting procedures, different 

target behaviors, and different settings and times may also be investigated. Aside from 

replicating this study whh a larger sample size, h would be beneficial to study the 
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effectiveness of prompting procedures on younger children or young adults who have 

CVI and addhional disabihties. Similarly, individuals who have less severe fomis of CVI 

may be studied and then compared whh the subjects in the present study. The 

possibilhies for fiiture research opportunities are numerous. This area promises to be an 

exching avenue for researchers in the field of visual impairment. 

Another area that may be pursued is that of the importance of parental 

expectations and attitudes in promoting learning. Prior to the study, the parents in this 

study had low expectations regarding how much their children could leam. Given the 

change in attitudes at the end of the study, h became evident that parents regarded their 

children in a different light. Parents' expectations increased and they developed more 

poshive attitudes toward their children. In tum, this change in behavior and attitude may 

promote leaming. To test this, one might consider administering a pre- and post-survey 

to each parent or guardian that examines their attitudes and expectations. 

Conclusion 

The four subjects in this study demonstrated an improvement in their ability to 

perform a visual-motor response when a functional object was presented in a systematic 

and consistent manner. Subjects 1 and 3 displayed better visual-motor responses to a 

functional object when the verbal prompting technique was used, while the physical 

prompting technique was more effective for Subjects 2 and 4. Subjects 1, 3, and 4 

showed a dramatic improvement in visual-motor responses in both the school and in the 

home, while Subject 2 showed dramatic improvement at home and only marginal 
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improvement at school. A high level of interobserver and procedural agreement was 

obtained in this study, thereby demonstrating a high level of experimental control. 

This study represents the first step toward a systematic method of teaching 

functional visual-motor skills to students who have CVI. When students whh CVI are 

systematically exposed to intervention strategies that have been developed specifically to 

meet their visual needs and circumstances, visual improvement is possible. The 

opportunity to become more independent within their schools and homes, and the abilhy 

to have an effect on their environments can enhance not only their lives, but also the lives 

of those associated with the students who have CVI. 
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APPENDIX A 

CONSENT FORM 

I give permission for to participate in the project enthled: A 
Comparison of the Effectiveness of Prompting Procedures for Increasing a Visual-Motor 
Response Within a Functional Life Skill in Students who have Cortical Visual 
Impairment. 

I understand that the person conducting this project is Ms. Carol Farrenkopf and that Dr. 
Alan Koenig is responsible for this project and may be reached at Texas Tech University, 
College of Education (806) 742-2345. Dr. Koenig has explained that this study is part of 
a project that has the following objectives: 

(A) to determine the effects of two intervention strategies on the functional skills 
of four students who have cortical visual impairment. 

(B) to provide information for practical use by the students' classroom teachers 
and parents that apply directly to daily living skills, and potentially, to other 
learning situations. 

Dr. Koenig and/or Ms. Farrenkopf has explained the procedures to be followed and 
identified those which are experimental. There will be no discomfort or risk involved in 
this procedure. Appropriate altemative procedures have also been discussed. There will 
be no payment for my participation in this study, but Dr. Koenig and/or Ms. Fanenkopf 
has explained that my child may benefit in the form of increased independence and visual 
attention to a functional task. 

I understand that this study will be conducted in my child's school every day for 
approximately two months during the 1997 school year and after school (in my home) for 
at least 12 days, also during the 1997 school year. Addhionally, I understand that I will 
have access to the records and/or data collected for this study and that all data associated 
whh this study will remain strictly confidential. 

Dr. Koenig and Ms. Farrenkopf have agreed to answer any inquiries I may have 
conceming the procedures and have informed me that I may contact the Texas Tech 
Univershy Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects by wrhing 
them in care of the Office of Research Services, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 
79409, or by calling (806) 742-3884. 

Although there is no risk of injury to my child, I understand that Texas Tech Univershy 
requires the following: 

If this research project causes any physical injury to the participants in this project, 
treatment is not necessarily available at Texas Tech Univershy or the Student Heahh 
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Center, nor is there personnel applicable to cover any injury. Financial compensation for 
any such injury must be provided through the participant's own insurance program 
Further information about these matters may be obtained from Dr. Robert Sweazy, 
Provost for Research, (806) 742-3884, Room 203 Holden Hall, Texas Tech Univershy, 
Lubbock, Texas 79309-1035. 

I understand that I or my child may discontinue this study at any time I/my child 
choose(s) without penalty. 

Signature of Parent: Date: 

Signature of Project Director: Date: 
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APPENDIX B 

EVENT RECORDING SHEET 

For the Primary Investigator 

Subject's Name: 

Setting: 

Day 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Date 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total Comments 

lOl 



APPENDIX C 

INTEROBSERVER EVENT RECORDING FORM 

Subject's Name: 

Setting: 

Observer's Name: 

Day 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Date 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 % 
Agreement 

Comments 
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APPENDIX D 

PROCEDURAL RELIABILITY FORM 

Subject's Name: 

Setting: 

Observer: 

Date: 

Behavior 

Appears ready. 

Object passed 
slowly fi-om L to R. 

Object stopped to R 
of subject's nose. 

Verbal Prompt: 
includes color, 
object name, and a 
directive. 

Physical Prompt: 
includes correct 
number of taps, in 
correct location. 

Prompts occurred 
after the object 
shown. 

5 seconds observed. 

Appropriate 
reinforcement or 
non-reinforcement. 

1 2 3 

Sessions 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 % 
Agreement 

Remarks 
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